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ABSTRACT
Geochemical Interpretation on Groundwater 
Flow in the Southern Great Basin
by
Jeremy Edward Koonce
Dr. Zhongbo Yu, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor o f  Hydrology 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas
The study o f  geochemical processes and integrated water flow can help identify 
groundwater sources and improve predictions o f  contaminant fate and transport in 
groundwater systems. Understanding groundwater flow paths in and around the Nevada 
Test Site (NTS) is im portant due to the possible migration o f  contaminated groundwater 
to the neighboring communities.
H any Reid Center collected a  total o f  118 samples from the NTS and surrounding 
area (e.g.. Oasis Valley, Ash M eadows, Death Valley, the Spring Mountains, and 
Pahranagat Valley) and analyzed for trace elements and major solutes. Cluster analysis 
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), along with basic Geographical Information 
Systems, were used to interpret the hydrogeochemical data in the Death Valley Regional 
Flow System. Cluster analysis grouped the data into four major clusters and PCA 
reduced the data into three components describing ionic strength differences, volcanic 
and carbonate differences, and redox characteristics. Twelve potential flow paths were 
recognized.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Beginning in 1951 (U.S. Department o f  Energy, 1999), detonation o f aboveground 
nuclear tests occurred at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) (Figure 1), located approximately 65 
miles northwest o f  Las Vegas, Nevada. This location was selected because it was already 
under government control, the aridness o f  the region, and its isolation from heavily 
populated areas (U.S. Department o f  Energy, 1999). In 1957, concerns o f  atmospheric 
fallout increased and many nuclear tests were performed underground; much o f the 
testing took place at or below the groundwater table (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). 
Radioactivity in the air was reduced but groundwater contamination became an 
increasing concern. Since this time, many studies on groundwater flow, solute transport, 
geology, and geochemistry on the NTS and the surrounding region have been conducted 
in order to evaluate the potential for contaminant migration to the underlying 
groundwater systems within southern Nevada and eventually Death Valley in California 
(e.g., Winograd and Friedman, 1972; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; White, 1979; 
Classen, 1985; Kreamer et al., 1996; Thomas et al., 1996; Johannesson et al., 1997a, 
1997b; Laczniak et al., 1996,1999; Zhou et al., 2000; Stetzenbach et al., 1999,2001; 
Sweetkind et al., 2001 ; Belcher et al., 2001,2002; Famham et al.. 2000,2002,2003).
Although a significant number o f  studies within this region have taken place, a 
considerable amount o f  uncertainty is still associated with the groundwater modeling
1
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efforts. This is due to the lack o f  spatial coverage o f  data as well as the great complexity 
o f  the geology within this region. Because current analytical techniques can be used to 
quantify trace elements as low as the part per trillion (ppt) level in groundwater 
(Stetzenbach et al., 1994), recent geochemical studies, as well as recent sampling, on 
numerous springs and wells near the NTS have provided a significant amount o f  new 
information that can be used for further groundwater flow investigations. The rock- 
inherited aqueous trace element patterns along with other geochemical components may 
be used as tracers that could reveal past rock-water interactions (Zhou et al., 2000).
This study summarizes the geologic, hydrologie and geochemical characteristics o f  
groundwater within the Death Valley Regional Flow System (DVRFS) outlined in 
Figure 1. Accumulated geological and geochemical data from groundwater wells and 
springs throughout Amargosa Valley, Oasis Valley, the NTS, Ash Meadows/Amargosa 
Desert, the Spring Mountains, and Death Valley, were evaluated in this study (Figures 1 
and 2). Due to the large amounts o f  geochemical data generated in this study, application 
o f multivariate statistical methods, such as cluster analysis and Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA), were used to group and detect patterns based on the chemical analyses. 
The geology and geochemistry data were then evaluated with respect to groundwater 
flow in hope o f  characterizing groundwater flow paths and mixing patterns. Many o f  the 
detailed scientific literature surrounding the area, such as Winograd and Thordarson 
(1975), Laczniak et al. (1996), Zhou et al. (2000), Sweetkind et al. (2001), and Belcher et 
al. (2 0 0 2 ), as well as the chemical analyses that have been collected throughout the area, 
approximately 118 sample locations (Table 1), were used to summarize the hydrogeology 
and geochemistry within the basin.
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The purpose o f  this study is to look at the rock-water interactions and possible 
groundwater flow paths o f  this entire complex region. With the results obtained from the 
multivariate statistical techniques, as well as the information provided by the numerous 
studies conducted in the area, we hypothesized that the geochemical compositions o f  the 
different samples collected throughout the DVRFS would group into different 
generalized flow paths. Although many o f  the studies using similar statistical techniques 
(e.g., Kreamer et al., 1996; Stetzenbach et al., 1999, 2001 ; Famham et al.. 2000. 2002. 
2003) have suggested a number o f  flow paths, the studies have done so focusing on 
different areas within the DVRFS (i.e.. Oasis Valley, southeast com er o f  the NTS. Death 
Valley, or Ash M eadows, Pahranagat Valley, and Spring Mountains). This study 
incorporates the hydrogeochemistry o f  the samples from all o f  these areas to further 
demonstrate what these studies have suggested, as well as predict other potential flow 
paths. The results from this study improve our understanding o f  important natural 
geochemical processes, such as the partitioning o f groundwater into different flow 
systems, rock-water interactions o f  trace elements along predetermined flow paths and 
possible redox reactions. Furthermore, due to the possibility o f  groundwater 
contaminants moving down gradient towards populated areas, and the potential health 
risks associated with this movement, these results ultimately provide valuable 
information for risk assessm ent and water management for waste storage sites.
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND
The topography o f  the DVRFS (Figure 1 ) is characteristic o f  the Great Basin, 
resulting from compressive deformation and tectonic extension (Winograd and 
Thordarson, 1975; Laczniak et al., 1996). It is characterized as striking contrast in slope 
between the valley floors and the flanking ridges (W inograd and Thordarson, 1975). The 
elevation ranges from 2,000 to 4,500 ft above sea level for valleys and up to 12.000 ft in 
the Spring Mountains (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975) although some o f  Death Valley 
is below sea level. The Amargosa River is the m ajor ephemeral stream within the NTS 
drainage system and only contains water during spring runoff and summer passing storm 
events. The study area has the typical arid region climate with an average annual 
precipitation ranging from 3 to 6  in  within the valleys and up to approximately 10 in on 
the ridges, which is predominantly generated by winter and summer storms (Winograd 
and Thordarson, 1975).
Site History
During the late 1950s through 1992 (the last year o f  a nuclear detonation at the NTS), 
828 underground nuclear tests were conducted at the NTS (U.S. Department o f Energy, 
2003) resulting in considerable am ounts o f radioactive waste in the subsurface (Laczniak 
et al., 1996). Due to the large am ounts o f  hazardous waste and the intricate geologic
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formations, the migration o f  contaminants in groundwater throughout the NTS and the 
surrounding area, and the associated potential health and environmental threat, are under 
constant review by the US DOE under the Environmental Restoration Program.
Regional Geology and Hydrology
The study area consists o f  three major geologic formations; Paleozoic rocks. Tertiary 
rocks, and Quaternary alluvial deposits (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). The 
Paleozoic rocks are mostly carbonate, including dolomite, interbedded limestone, as well 
as thin layers o f shale and quartzite (Laczniak et al., 1996), and outcrop in various 
locations within the study region. The Tertiary rocks mainly consist o f  tel sic volcanic 
rocks and are exposed widely within the area. Quaternary alluvial deposits are the 
weathering products o f  tuffaceous rocks derived from a Pleistocene unit consisting o f  
gravels that represent earlier, dissected alluvial fans and a Holocene unit consisting o f  
current alluvial fans (Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1961; White, 1979). Studies by 
Winograd and Thordarson (1975), Laczniak et al. (1996), Sweetkind (2001), and Belcher 
et al. (2002) describe the regional geology within the DVRFS in detail.
The lower Paleozoic rock aquifer and valley-fill aquifer are considered major aquifers 
in the region, although the fractured Tertiary rock aquifer also transmits significant 
amounts o f  groundwater (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). The m ajor hydrologie units 
were slightly revised from the earlier work o f  Winograd and Thordarson (1975) by 
Laczniak et al. (1996) to include (1) the basement confining unit, (2) carbonate rock 
aquifer, (3) Eleana confining unit, (4) the volcanic aquifers and confining unit, and (5) 
the valley-fill aquifer (Figure 3). The basement confining unit consists primarily o f
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Precambrian (Middle to Late Proterozoic) metamorphic rock (Belcher et al.. 2002) to 
Paleozoic (Early Cambrian) age marine sediments (Winograd and Thordarson. 1975).
The carbonate rock aquifer consists o f  Paleozoic carbonate rocks from the Middle to Late 
Cambrian up to the Lower to Middle Devonian periods. As previously mentioned, the 
carbonate rock aquifer is composed o f  dolomite, limestone, and thin layers o f  shale and 
quartzite (Laczniak et al., 1996). The upper carbonate aquifer, made up o f the Tippipah 
Limestone, is a small aquifer in the western area o f  Yucca Flat. The lower carbonate 
aquifer, however, is o f  a regional extent and is very important in regards to groundwater 
flow (Belcher et al.. 2002). The Eleana confining unit, also considered by Belcher et al. 
(2002) to be the upper clastic confining unit (including the Chainman Shale), consists o f  
Upper Devonian Paleozoic siliceous siltstone, sandstone, and minor limestone 
conglomerate and is considered by Winograd and Thordarson (1975) to be a clastic 
aquitard. This unit separates the lower and upper carbonate aquifers. The volcanic 
aquifers and confining unit is a complex regional unit o f  welded and non welded tuffs 
overlaying most o f  the Paleozoic rocks and consist o f  some Mesozoic rocks through 
Tertiary volcanic rocks (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Laczniak et al., 1996; Belcher 
et al., 2002). The valley-fill aquifer is a regional system and consists o f  quaternary and 
tertiary alluvium and playa deposits. Groundwater flow through both the valley-fill and 
volcanic aquifers appears to be controlled predominantly by faults and fractures 
(Blankennagel and Weir, 1973; Laczniak et al., 1996). Figure 3 displays a modified 
northeast to southwest cross section o f  the geologic and hydrologie units o f  the DVRFS 
that were delineated by Sweetkind et al. (2001).
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The DVRFS boundary, delineated by Bedinger et al. (1989) (Figure 1). roughly 
corresponds to the digital elevation model (DEM) derived drainage networks. These 
drainage networks indicate that groundwater within Oasis Valley. Jackass Flats, Yucca 
Flat, and Amargosa Desert drains south or southwest to Death Valley. The DVRFS can 
also be divided into three different groundwater subbasins, including Oasis Valley. Alkali 
Flat-Fumace Creek Ranch, and Ash Meadows (W addell et al., 1984). Many springs with 
high discharge rates originate from various aquifers within the region o f  the DVRFS.
The surface water in the drainage networks occurs only during extreme rainfall events. 
Most o f  the remaining valleys w ithin the drainage basin direct surface water to playas.
Hydrogeochemical Setting 
W ater belonging to the Ca-Mg-HCOg -  facies is found in the lower carbonate aquifer 
and valley-fill carbonate rock aquifer in the northeast and southeast part o f  the study area 
including Pahranagat Valley and the Spring M ountains (Schoff and Moore, 1964; 
Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Johannesson et al., 1997b). The Na-K-HCOg -  facies 
describes groundw ater from Yucca Flat, Frenchman Flat and Jackass Flat as well as 
beneath Pahute M esa and Oasis Valley northwest and west o f  NTS (W inograd and 
Thordarson, 1975). This geochemical facies is found in the felsic volcanic rock of 
rhyolite to quartz latite (Schoff and Moore, 1964; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). It 
must be noted that deep below Yucca Flat, Frenchman Flat and Jackass Flat, lies 
groundwater that has moved through carbonates and therefore consists o f  these dissolved 
materials. According to Johannesson et al. (1997b), the groundwater within the 
Amargosa Desert has a geochemical setting consisting primarily o f Na-K-HCO.^ -  facies.
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similar to that o f  Pahute Mesa and Oasis Valley. The Ca-Mg-Na-HCOs -  facies occurs 
within the lower carbonate aquifer between Ash Meadows and eastern NTS and is 
thought to result from the mixture o f the previous two waters (Ca-Mg-HCOs and Na-K- 
HCO 3 ). The Na-SÜA-HCGj -  facies is restricted to the Furnace Creek Wash-Nevares 
Springs area located in the west part o f  the study area (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). 
M ajor anion and cation chemistry have been studied extensively throughout the DVRFS 
(W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; White, 1979; Thomas et al., 1996; Johannesson et al.. 
1997b; Stetzenbach et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2000; Stetzenbach et al., 2001). One 
particular study (Zhou et al., 2000) summarizes the results o f extensive water sampling 
by the University o f  Nevada, Vegas groundwater geochemistry group. Many o f the
sample locations are included in this study and include results from Zhou et al. (2000), or 
updated sampling. In this study, sample results were grouped into general sampling 
areas, such as Oasis Valley and Spring M ountains, and the resulting geochemistry was 
plotted onto Piper and S tiff Diagrams.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY 
Sampling and Analysis 
Groundwater samples were collected from 118 wells and springs within the DVRFS. 
from March 1994 through October 2002, and analyzed for major ion chemistry (Cl. SO;. 
K, Na, Ca, and Mg) and trace elements (Li, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni. Ge, As, Se. Rb. Sr.
Mo, Cs, Ba, W, Bi, and U) (Table 1 ) by the groundwater geochemistry group o f  Harry 
Reid Center (HRC) at the University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas. The major solutes and trace 
elements chosen for this study were based on the successful interpretation in similar 
statistical and geochemical studies conducted throughout the area (Stetzenbach et al.. 
1999, 2001; Hodge et al., 1996; Kreamer et al., 1996; Famham et al., 2000. 2002. 2003).
Groundwater samples from both springs and wells were collected in a similar manner. 
The groundwater was pumped from its source using a peristaltic pump equipped with 
Teflon tubing that was pre-cleaned via acid-wash. The groundwater was then filtered 
through Gelman Sciences (0.45 pm) groundwater filter capsules into pre-cleaned (acid- 
washed with ultra-clean HNO3 ) high-density linear polyethylene (HDPE, Nalgene) 
sample bottles. For trace elements, samples were collected in 1 L sample bottles that 
were then immediately acidified to pH < 2 with ultrapure nitric acid (SeaStar, Inc). For 
m ajor cations and anions, samples were collected in 125 mL sample bottles. M ajor 
cations were also immediately acidified to pH < 2 with ultrapure nitric acid (SeaStar.
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Inc), however, major anions were not acidified. Prior to filling up the samples with their 
respective source water, sample bottles were triple rinsed with filtered groundwater from 
the spring or well o f  interest to remove any distilled/deionized water remaining in the 
bottle. Samples were then placed in clean plastic bags, placed into clean plastic chests 
filled with ice, and then transported to the laboratory where they were stored at 
approximately 4°C and analyzed. As previously mentioned, sample collection methods 
for springs and wells were similar, however, in regards to well samples, wells were 
pumped for a number o f  well volumes in order to ensure a representative sample o f 
groundwater was collected. The samples were collected after pH, temperature and 
conductivity were stabilized. Special precautions were taken in sample collection and 
analysis in order to obtain trace element results in units as low as ppt (Stetzenbach et al.. 
1994).
Trace elements were analyzed via a Perkin-Elmer Elan 5000 inductively coupled 
plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS), which was equipped with an ultrasonic nebulizer 
and an active film multiplier ion detector (ETP Scientific) (Stetzenbach et al.. 1994). The 
analyses were performed following EPA Method 200.8 (Creed et ah, 1994). Major 
cations were analyzed using an atomic absorption spectrometer and major anions were 
analyzed using an ion chromatograph. The analyses for cations were performed based on 
the Standard Methods for the Examination o f  Water and Wastewater, method 3111 B 
(Eaton et ah, 1995) and anions were performed following EPA Method 300.1 (Hautman 
and Munch, 1997).
A select group o f  samples from Nye County (Table 2) were also collected and 
analyzed for As(IlI) and As(V). Sample collection methods for oxidation states o f  As
10
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were similar to sample collection methods for trace elements (Famham et al.. 2003). In 
Famham et al. (2003), one set o f samples were analyzed for As(lII) and As(V) using 
hydride generation /  atomic absorption spectrometry. The results from these samples 
(Table 2) were used in this study along with another set o f  Nye County wells (Table 2) 
that were analyzed using an ion chromatograph interfaced with an ICP-MS.
Review o f Statistical Techniques
Multivariate statistics can be used to evaluate large am ounts o f  data in order to 
decipher pattem s within the data set that otherwise might not be observed. Two 
multivariate techniques used in this study are cluster analysis and PCA. Brief summaries 
o f  both cluster analysis and PCA (Famham et al., 2002,2003) are included following this 
section. For information regarding detailed descriptions o f  cluster analysis and PCA. 
substantial am ounts o f  literature are accessible (Ward, 1963; Everitt, 1993; Everitt and 
Dunn, 2001; Johnson and W ichem, 2002; Davis, 2002).
Prior to any m ultivariate statistical analyses, however, the data are arranged in an « x 
p  matrix (X„.p), representing the number o f  samples (n), including wells and springs and 
the number o f  variables (p), including m ajor solutes and trace elements (Table 1 ). The 
individual numbers w ithin the data matrix, also called elements (x^), are represented by 
the concentration o f  the /th groundwater sample and theyth hydrogeochemical compound 
or element o f  that sample. The mean (x^ ) was then subtracted from the analysis result 
and divided by the standard deviation {sj) to produce a standardized data matrix (z,_/).
1 1
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where
1 ^
and
Some o f the hydrogeochemical data were reported in different orders o f  magnitude, 
and therefore, by standardizing the data set, the analytes were assigned the same 
influence.
Cluster Analysis
The objective o f  cluster analysis is to detect natural grouping pattems based on 
similarities or distances within the data set (Famham et al., 2000; Johnson and Wichem, 
2002). Similar to the study o f  taxonomy, where an attempt is made to deduce the lineage 
o f  living creatures, cluster analysis has no analytical solution, and therefore, is highly 
subjective (Davis, 2002).
In this study, hierarchical cluster analysis was used to group similar wells and springs 
into separate clusters based on similar hydrogeochemical compositions. Although there 
are a number o f  hierarchical clustering techniques, all o f  which are regularly applied to 
the earth sciences, the most widely used measure o f  ordering is W ard 's criterion, which 
uses an analysis o f  variance approach minimizing the sum o f squares ( % )  within any 
two clusters (W ard, 1963). The sum o f  squares within one cluster is expressed as
12
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where X is the multivariate centroid (vector o f  cluster means) o f  cluster k. and x, is the
multivariate measurement associated with a given sample, /, within the cluster (Johnson 
and Wichem, 2002). The results are represented via a dendrogram, or tree plot (Figure 
4). The sample locations arc grouped on the horizontal axis and the linkage distances are 
shown on the vertical axis (Figures 5 through 8 ).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The objectives o f  PCA in this study are data reduction, data interpretation, and 
removing noise within the data set. PCA reduces the large data matrix into two smaller 
matrices called Principal Component (PC) loadings and PC scores that are obtained 
through the process o f  eigenanalysis. Because PCA is simply eigenanalysis. the 
generation o f  pairs o f  eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the data does not need to be 
normally distributed (Johnson and W ichem , 2002). Eigenvalues explain the amount of 
variation o f  each PC. From this, the cumulative variance in percentages, described by 
successive PCs, can be determined. The eigenvalue / eigenvector pair describes a PC 
(Famham et al., 2000). Typically for large data sets most o f  the population variability 
can be attributed to the first one, two, o r three components (Johnson and W ichem, 2002).
PC loadings are the elements o f  the eigenvectors. PC loadings give an indication o f 
how important the original variables are, indicating the relative contribution each element 
makes to the PC score (Stetzenbach et al„ 1999). A loading value o f  zero would indicate 
no relationship between the PC and the original variable. PC scores combine information 
on all o f  the hydrogeochemical measurements for a given sample into a single number.
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PC scores are linear combinations o f the standardized data (r) and the loadings (/) are 
represented by
where c identifies the PC.
The PC scores can then be plotted on a two-dimensional graph displaying possible 
groupings o f  sim ilar groundwater compositions. Due to the num ber o f  samples in this 
study, the two-dimensional plots could not distinguish possible groupings. Therefore, 
Geographical Information Systems (CIS) was used to interpolate the PC scores using 
inverse distance weighting (Figures 9 through 11 ).
14
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS
Groundwater samples were collected by HRC for major ion and trace element 
chemistry from 118 springs and wells throughout the DVRFS (from March 1994 through 
October 2002). The analytical results from this sampling episode were subjected to two 
multivariate statistical techniques, cluster analysis and PCA, to decipher patterns within 
the data set (Table 1). The following sections list the results obtained from these 
techniques and briefly discuss how these are related to the geochemistry in different 
aquifer systems, as well as the DVRFS as a whole, and potential groundwater flow paths. 
Chapter 5 will discuss the potential groundwater flow paths in more detail and relate 
them to specific regions o f  the DVRFS.
Cluster Analysis
The dendrograms resulting from hierarchical cluster analysis, display the presence o f  
four groupings, or clusters, along the horizontal axis, and include the linkage distances, or 
similarity o f  the geochemical compositions, for each group plotted along the vertical axis 
(Figures 4 through 8 ). Table 3 displays the means and standard deviations o f  the 
chemical constituents for each cluster. W hat appears to be significant within these 
clusters is the geochemical separation o f  groundwater with high Na, Li. Mo, and Rb 
concentrations dominating Clusters 1, 3, and 4 and high Ca, Mg, Sr, and Ba
15
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concentrations dominating Clusters 2 and 4 (Table 3). Although Clusters 1 and 3 are 
similar, most o f  the major solutes and trace elements are more concentrated in Cluster 3, 
with exception o f  Ca, Mg, Ti, Mn, and Cs. Furthermore, concentrations o f  K. Na. Li. and 
Rb also dominate Cluster 4. thereby separating Cluster 2 from Cluster 4 in its 
geochemical signature.
Groundwater flowing through aquifer material typically inherits the geochemical 
composition o f  the material (Stetzenbach et al., 1999). Groundwater passing through 
volcanic rock is typically dominant in K, Na. SO4. and Cl due to felsic rocks such as 
rhyolites and quartz latites o f  the surrounding region, whereas groundwater passing 
through carbonate rock is typically high in Ca and Mg (Schoff and Moore, 1964;
Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; White et al.. 1979; Thomas et al., 1996). This is 
exem plified between Cluster 2, consisting o f  springs and wells predominantly o f  
carbonate-derived groundwater, such as the Pahranagat Valley and Spring Mountain 
springs (Winograd and Friedman, 1972; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Johannesson. 
1997b; Stetzenbach et al., 2001), and Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 consisting o f springs and 
wells predominantly o f  volcanic-derived groundwater, such as groundwater from the 
many wells within the NTS and Oasis Valley (Winograd and Friedman. 1972; Winograd 
and Thordarson, 1975; Johannesson et al., 1997b; Stetzenbach et al., 2001 ; Famham et 
al., 2000, 2002, 2003). Furthermore, it would make sense that mixtures o f  the two 
groundwaters might have similar characteristics o f  both carbonate and volcanic 
signatures, which may explain the differences between Cluster 4 from Clusters 1, 2. and 
3. M ost o f  the springs in Ash Meadows, except Scruggs and Fairbanks, and springs 
discharging in Furnace Creek/Death Valley are grouped into Cluster 4. Many studies
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have suggested that the geochemieal composition o f  these groundwaters is dominated by 
carbonate-derived groundwater; however, a small percentage o f volcanic-derived 
groundwater also exists, which probably has come from the NTS (Winograd and 
Friedman. 1972; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Johannesson. 1997b; Stetzenbach et 
al., 2001). This cluster may also be influenced by valley-fill material consisting o f 
Quaternary and Tertiary alluvial deposits. Further discussion o f the other sample 
locations, as well as possible alluvial aquifer influence, will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Cluster 1 consists o f  45 sample locations, including 5 springs and 40 wells (Figure 5). 
Most o f  these wells, and Tippipah Spring, are located in and around the western border o f  
the NTS (Figure 2). These locations include central Pahute Mesa. Rainier Mesa. Timber 
M ountain, Crater Flat, and Fortymile Wash. The wells o f  Cluster 1 include eight within 
the Fortymile Wash and 22 from the Nye Count)' Early Warning Drilling Program 
(NCEW DP). The NCEW DP wells were drilled for long-term geologic and hydrologie 
studies for the Nye County Nuclear Waste Repository Project Office (NWRPO) as part o f  
the Yucca Mountain Oversight program for the groundwater protection o f Nye County 
residents in Amargosa and Pahrump Valleys (NW RPO, 2001). Studies by Zhou et al. 
(2000), Stetzenbach et al. (2001), and Famham et al. (2000.2002, 2003) found 
groundwater, within many o f  these wells, to have the hydrogeochemical composition o f 
water that has moved through volcanic material. Four springs and two wells also 
grouped in this cluster reside farther west and north o f  the NTS, including three springs in 
Death Valley (W oodcamp, Lower and Upper Brier), two wells near the Nellis Air Force 
Range (Tolicha Peak and Gold Flat), and one spring located in the south end o f  the Oasis 
Valley (Frans). We also see a small cluster o f  different zones for the same well. For
17
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instance, all zones from 22SZn are linked into one cluster as well as zones from 9SZn 
suggesting possible groundwater communication between the different screens o f  that 
well system (Famham et al., 2003).
Cluster 2 consists o f  14 sample locations, all o f  which are springs, except for ARMY 
and U3CN Wells (Figure 6 ). M ost o f  the springs are located in or near some o f  the larger 
mountainous terrain located on the eastem side o f  the DVRFS. Spring Mountains, and 
possibly the Pahranagat Range, are important recharge areas for the carbonate aquifer 
system o f  the DVRFS (W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; Waddell et al.. 1984; Laczniak 
et al., 1996). Geochemical studies on these groundwaters have indicated that the water 
discharging from the springs within these mountains react mostly with carbonate rocks 
(Johannesson et al., 1997b; Zhou et al., 2000; Stetzenbach et al.. 2001). This cluster can 
also be divided into two subgroups, one that contains all Spring M ountain springs, except 
GV-SM , and another that includes the two wells within the NTS, two Ash Meadow 
springs (Scm ggs and Fairbanks), the three Pahranagat Range springs (Hiko, Crystal and 
Ash) and one spring from Spring M ountains (GV-SM ) (Figure 6 ). Well U3CN appears 
to deviate from the m ain part o f  this second subgroup, yet the hydrogeochemistry is 
sim ilar to the springs and wells from Pahranagat Valley, the NTS, and Ash Meadows, 
com pared to the springs located in the Spring M ountains. We do find it a little peculiar 
that the two Ash M eadow’s springs (Scmggs and Fairbanks) are located within this 
cluster due to other studies suggesting that the groundwater emerging from the springs in 
Ash M eadows, such as Big, Bradford, Jackrabbit, and other springs, originates 
predominantly from the carbonate aquifer o f  Pahranagat Valley and Spring Mountain, but 
a small percentage may also originate from the volcanic aquifer o f  the NTS (Winograd
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and Friedman. 1972; W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; Thomas et al., 1996; Johannesson 
et al.. 1997b; Stetzenbach et al., 1999,2001 ; Zhou et al., 2000). These two subgroups 
appear to be separated by the amount o f  dissolved constituents in the groundwater, with 
most o f  the Spring M ountains springs more dilute compared to Pahranagat Valley and the 
other samples. W inograd and Thordarson (1975), Thomas et al. ( 1996), and Stetzenbach 
et al. (2 0 0 1 ) suggested that these differences in their compositions could indicate 
geologic differences in their respective recharge areas. For example, water from springs 
in the Spring M ountains recharge from Mississippian to Permian rocks rather than the 
Cambrian through Devonian rocks o f  the regional carbonate aquifer (Winograd and 
Thordarson, 1975; Thom as et al., 1996). Army and GV-SM are geographically close to 
each other in com parison to these two sample locations and the others that group into 
Cluster 2, which may explain the similar geochemical composition o f  these 
groundwaters. Furthermore, due to the grouping o f  these samples in the same subgroup 
as Pahranagat Valley springs and the two Ash Meadows springs, it would appear that the 
predominant inflow o f  groundwater into these Ash Meadows springs, would flow from 
Pahranagat Valley. According to Winograd and Friedman (1972) and Thomas et al. 
(1996), however, oxygen and hydrogen isotopic data have suggested that most o f  the 
water discharging from Ash Meadows comes from Spring Mountains (approximately 60- 
6594^
The third cluster (Cluster 3) consists o f  22 wells and 5 springs (Figure 7). M ost o f 
these samples are located in Thirsty Canyon and Oasis Valley, except for six wells drilled 
by the NCEW DP ( 1 OP Deep, 19 D Zone 4, 19 IMl Zone 3 and 4, 3SZn3, and 4PB). two 
Death Valley springs (Scotty and Surprise), and one well drilled within the Pahute Mesa
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(UE-19h). As illustrated in the dendrogram (Figure 7), this cluster can be further divided 
into three subgroups. All NCEWDP wells, ER -0V 5, and the two Death Valley springs 
fall within the first subgroup. ER -0V 5 is a well drilled within the Oasis Valley. Surprise 
and Scotty Springs emerge from volcanic material within Death Valley (Kreamer et al.. 
1996). All samples within the second subgroup are located in Oasis Valley except for 
ER-EC-8 . The third subgroup includes wells predominantly from Thirsty Canyon, except 
two wells (ER-0V 2 and C-Ranch) and one spring (Bailey’s#!) from Oasis Valley, and 
one well located within the Pahute Mesa. Subgroups two and three, based on their 
linkage distances, appear to be similar in their hydrogeochemical composition compared 
to the wells within the first subgroup.
Cluster 4 includes an array o f  different sample locations (Figure 8 ). There are 16 
springs and 16 wells that fall into this cluster and are located in the following areas:
Death Valley, Ash Meadows, Pahranagat Valley, NCEW DP wells, and three wells 
located in Crater Flat, Fortymile Wash, and the NTS. W hat is interesting about this 
cluster is the grouping together into smaller subgroups consisting o f  wells and/or springs 
from the same area, except for the first subgroup (Figure 8 ). The wells o f the first 
subgroup (U ElO Jznl, 5SB, 12PB, 12PA, 7ScZn3, 5S and WT-17) are NCEW DP wells, 
except UElOJznl and WT-17, which were both drilled inside the NTS boundary. WT-17 
is considered to be a well within the Fortymile W ash. The next subgroup, which is more 
similar to the first subgroup compared to others, includes only three springs that emerge 
from carbonate rocks located near the Grapevine and Cold Mountains (Steinkampf et al., 
2001). The next small subgroup includes two wells in the Pahranagat Valley. The next 
subgroup includes wells that are part o f  the NCEW DP, although some o f  the NCEWDP
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wells are in the first subgroup, and one well drilled in Crater Flat (SAGA). The next 
three subgroups include all springs downgradient o f  major areas o f recharge. Groupings 
five, six and seven consist o f  Death Valley springs, one Death Valley spring and one Ash 
M eadow spring, and Ash Meadows springs, respectively. This cluster appears to be 
complex compared to the other clusters. The springs in Ash Meadows and Death Valley 
(Furnace Creek area) typically have a dominant carbonate signature; however, consist o f  
a small percentage o f  groundwater originating from the NTS (Winograd and Friedman. 
1972; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Thomas et al., 1996; Johannesson et al., 1997b; 
Stetzenbach et al., 1999, 2001; Zhou et al., 2000). Groundwater from many o f  the wells, 
such as IS Z n l, lSZn2, and 12PC. flow through valley-fill deposits composed o f  both 
carbonate and volcanic rocks (Famham et al.. 2002, 2003).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The statistical method PCA was used on the same set o f  trace and solute data 
(Table 1 ) collected within the D V R f S (Figures 1 and 2). Similar to cluster analysis. PCA 
deciphers patterns within the set o f  hydrogeochemical data. Unlike cluster analysis. PCA 
is a data reduction technique thereby reducing the am ount o f  components in order to 
simplify and capture underlying patterns in the data set (Stetzenbach et al.. 1999. 2001 ; 
Famham et al.. 2003). In the results presented here, PCA has reduced the data set from 
24 variables to two sets o f  3 variables, or PC loadings and PC scores, while still 
maintaining important information within the data set. The first three PCs explain 
approximately 51 % o f  the total variance (Table 4). The first three PC scores for all 
sample locations were plotted and interpolated in Arc View represented by Figures 9
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through 11. Table 5 lists the PC scores for PC ’s 1. 2, and 3. Although the total variance 
explained within the first three components is not as high o f  a percentage as other studies 
such as Kreamer et al. (1996) [95% for PC 1 ,2 , and 3], Stetzenbach et al. ( 1999) [99% 
for PC 1 and 2 for solute data], Stetzenbach et al. (2001) [82% and 93% for PC 1 and 2. 
for solute and trace element data, respectively], and Famham et al. (2003) [71% for PC 1. 
2, and 3], it will give insight into the characteristics o f  the groundwater within the 
DVRFS and potentially help delineate possible groundwater flow paths. The differences 
in variance explained from this study, compared to the other studies, may be attributed to 
an increase in the number o f  samples and therefore, an increase in wells and springs with 
similar hydrogeochemistry. More o f  this discussion will occur in the next chapter.
Samples from the Spring M ountains, a large number o f wells drilled in and around 
the NTS and by the NCEW DP, as well as three Death Valley springs (Lower and Upf)er 
Brier, and Woodcamp), exhibit a large difference in their PC 1 scores, compared to the 
other Death Valley springs and most, if  not all, samples in the Pahranagat Valley. Ash 
Meadows, and Oasis Valley (Figure 9 and Table 5). All springs within the Spring 
Mountains have positive PC 1 scores ranging from 2.55 to 3.72. except for the spring 
GV-SM (0.837). All wells within the Fortymile Wash and central Pahute Mesa also have 
positive PC 1 scores ranging from 1.716 to 3.332 and 0.698 to 3.698. respectively. Three 
o f  four Crater Flat wells were also in the positive range (0.940 to 2.722; SAGA was - 
2.243). M ost o f  the wells drilled by the NCEW DP consisted o f  PC 1 scores ranging from 
0.859 to 2.446, however there were 12 NCEW DP wells within the negative PC 1 score 
range (-0.079 to -6.439). Most o f  these negative PC 1 scores for the NCEWDP wells 
ranged from -1 to -3; only 12PA and 12PB were in the higher negative range (-4.980 and
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-6.439. respectively). M ost o f the wells and springs within the Oasis Valley (including 
western Oasis Valley), Death Valley, the NTS, and Pahranagat Valley consist o f  negative 
PC 1 scores. Positive PC 1 scores for Oasis Valley sample locations ER -0V 4a well. 
Frans Spring, and Tolicha Peak well range from 0.128 to 1.575: for Death Valley springs 
Lower Brier, Upper Brier, and Woodcamp range from 1.572 to 3.010; for the NTS spring 
Tippipah 2.875; and for Pahranagat Valley Crystal and Hiko Springs range from 1.299 
and 0.648, respectively. All springs in Ash Meadows and all wells in Thirsty Canyon 
consist o f  negative PC 1 scores ranging from -0.904 to -3.374 and -0.226 to -2.922. 
respectively. The magnitudes o f  the PC scores are due primarily to the elements with 
high negative PC 1 loadings (SO4 , K. Na, Li, and Rb) and therefore, the individual 
sample locations with high negative PC 1 scores could be viewed as having increasing 
concentrations o f  these elements (Famham et al., 2003). Figure 12 displays a strong 
negative correlation between ionic strength and PC 1 score (-0.87); as the magnitude o f  
the PC 1 scores increase (from negative to positive), the ionic strength decreases. This 
may suggest that PC 1 scores display concentration gradients within the DVRFS 
(Famham et al., 2003). The higher the negative scores, the more concentrated the 
samples due to increased concentrations along their respective flow path.
In regards to PC 2 scores, there is a general trend that exists from the east (Pahranagat 
Valley and Spring Mountains) to the west (Oasis Valley and Death Valley) o f  positive to 
negative PC scores, although Death Valley consists o f  a mixture o f  positive and negative 
scores (Figure 10). According to a number o f  studies (Kreamer et al., 1996; Stetzenbach 
et al., 1999; Famham et al.. 2000,2003), PC 2 scores have typically separated 
groundwater into volcanic rock-derived and carbonate rock-derived systems. It appears
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that PCA on this most recent data set has provided similar findings. All samples within 
the Pahranagat Valley, Spring M ountains, and Ash Meadows consist o f  high positive PC 
2 scores ranging from 2.063 to 2.880, 2.041 to 4.136. and 1.226 to 2.743, respectively; 
the NTS samples (ARMY, U3CN. UElOJznl and Tippipah) and the Tonopah Testing 
Range sample (Gold Flat) also consist o f  positive PC 2 scores (0.601 to 4.529) (Table 5). 
Although, the PC 2 scores for Tippipah and Gold Flat are low in comparison to the PC 2 
scores o f  the other NTS sample locations. All wells and springs within the Oasis Valley 
(including West O asis Valley), Tim ber M ountain. Thirsty Canyon, and Central Pahute 
Mesa consist o f  negative PC 2 scores ranging from -0.349 to -3.280, -0.211 to -0.794. 
-1.649 to -2.812. and -0.083 to -0.806, respectively. Springs and wells within Crater Flat. 
Death Valley, and Fortymile Wash, as well as NCEW DP wells, consist o f both positive 
and negative PC 2 scores (Table 5). Therefore, it appears that samples with high positive 
PC 2 scores may represent groundwater that has flowed through carbonate-derived rocks 
such as limestone and dolomite and likewise, samples with high negative PC 2 scores 
may represent groundwater that has flowed through volcanic-derived rocks. Intermediate 
PC 2 scores may represent mixing o f  the two or the geochemical signatures o f  alluvial 
aquifer systems. Figure 10 shows the interpolation o f  the PC 2 scores using GIS.
The sample locations throughout the DVRFS consist o f  an array o f  different PC 3 
scores, but most o f  these scores fall within the range o f  -2.0 to 2.0 (Figure 11 ); only 15 
samples exceed either the positive or negative scores o f this range including U3CN 
(2.324). 12PA (3.319), WT-17 (4.027). U ElO Jznl (4.03). 5SB (4.174). 58 (4.209). 12PB 
(7.008). Big (-2.168). lOP (Deep) (-2.2), Surprise (-2.31). Scotty (-2.41). Rogers (-2.701), 
Mesquite (-2.873), AlamoWell7 (-2.907), 4PB (-3.443). and Key-Pittman (-3.883). Only
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the springs from Ash M eadows consist o f all negative PC 3 scores. A few studies were 
conducted within the area using PCA (Kreamer et al.. 1996; Stetzenbach et al., 1999. 
2001; Famham et al.. 2000, 2003). however, only two o f the studies (Kreamer et al..
1996; Famham et al.. 2003) look at the third component. Kreamer et al. (1996) gives 
some insight as to what the third com ponent reveals about the geochemistry o f  the 
groundwater stating the differences o f Nevares Spring from the other carbonate springs 
due to greater concentrations o f  bromide, thallium, rubidium, molybdenum, and cobalt. 
Kreamer et al. (1996) plotted the three PC scores on a three-dimensional figure. Due to 
the large number o f  samples collected in this study, the differences in PC scores plotted 
on a sim ilar plot cannot give insight as to groundwater geochemistry.
In a recent study by Famham et al. (2003), however, the third component gave details 
to the possibility o f  separating groundwater, within the Nye County wells, into reducing 
and oxidizing groundwater systems. Similar to the Famham et al. (2003) study, the 
results from this study indicate that V, Cr, and As had high negative loadings and Mn and 
Co had high positive loadings (Table 4). According to Hem (1989). V. Cr. and As. 
typically occur as soluble oxyanions in oxidizing waters and Mn and Co tvpically are 
more soluble in reducing waters. Famham et al. (2003) applied a nonparametric 
statistical method by correlating the ranking o f  both the percent As(III) and the PC 3 
score (Lehmann, 1975). The same was done for this study, however, with a larger group 
o f  samples (Table 2). Table 2 separates the samples into two groups. The first set o f  
samples were analyzed for As(IIl) and As(V) using hydride generation/atomic absorption 
spectrometry [same samples collected by Famham et al. (2003)]. The second set used an 
ion chromatograph interfaced with an ICP-MS. Each group had a different correlation.
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The correlation found in the Famham et al. (2003) study was 0.9. Our correlations were 
0.6 for the first group and 0.67 for the second (Figure 13a and 13b). These lower 
correlations could be attributed to the application o f  all sample locations and the 
respective chemical compositions included into the calculations o f  the PC scores. There 
is still an adequate correlation between the data. For more information on how the trace 
elements react to specific redox conditions, view the work o f  Famham et al. (2003).
PC scores represent the overall hydrogeochemical composition o f  each sample 
location. The PC loadings on the other hand, give an indication o f  how important the 
original variables are (Stetzenbach et al., 1999). The first PC consists primarily o f  
negative loadings (Table 4). The only exceptions to this were V (0.06) and W (0.03).
The chemical constituents that contribute the most to PC 1 include SO 4 (-0.87). K and N a 
(-0.77), Rb (-0.76), and Li (-0.74). Samples with the lowest concentrations o f  these 
chemical constituents also have very high positive PC 1 scores and samples with the 
highest concentrations o f  these chemical constituents have very high negative PC 1 
scores. Areas shown in Figure 9 with high PC 1 scores are considered to be areas o f 
recharge (W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; W addell et al., 1984; Laczniak et al.. 1996). 
thereby are more dilute. As groundwater moves from areas o f  recharge down gradient, 
they increase in concentrations o f  respective aquifer material and become less dilute.
Solutes Ca and M g consisted o f  high positive PC 2 loadings (0.81 and 0.78. 
respectively) while the solute N a had a high negative loading (-0.54). Trace elements 
with similar high positive and negative PC 2 loadings consisted o f  Ba (0.70) and Sr 
(0.59). and Ge (-0.58), V (-0.50), W (-0.48) Mo (-0.41). and Li (-0.40). Similar to the 
Famham et al. (2003) study, an interesting trend is seen between the correlation o f  the
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major ions and the trace elements (Table 6 ), and the loadings o f  the second component 
(Table 4). Elements and ions with high correlations have similar high positive and 
negative loadings. Li and Na, Ge and Na, and Rb and K have very high correlations 
(0.82, 0.69, and 0.83, respectively) and the PC 2 loadings for Na, Li and Ge are -0.54. 
-0.40, and -0.58, respectively. Sr and Ca, Sr and Mg, Ba and Ca. and Ba and Mg also 
have veiy high correlations (0.69, 0.76. 0.67. and 0.73, respectively) and the PC 2 
loadings for Ca, Mg, Sr, and Ba are 0.81, 0.78, 0.59, and 0.70, respectively. The 
chemical constituents with the high positive PC 2 loadings all fall within the second 
group o f  the Periodic Table and many o f  the chemical constituents with high negative PC 
2 loadings fall within the first group, therefore, having similar chemical structures. Ba 
appears to be somewhat o f  an anomaly. It is typically found with higher concentrations 
in volcanic rock and shale compared to limestone (Drever, 1988). Groundwater derived 
from volcanic material typically has high concentrations o f  K and Na ions while 
groundwater derived from carbonate material typically has high concentrations o f  Ca and 
Mg. Therefore, an explanation o f  this would include rock-water interaction where PC 2 
separates groundwater into these two types o f  aquifer material, volcanic and carbonate.
Only five trace elements had a higher positive or higher negative loading than (+/-) 
0.49 for PC 3. The trace elements with high negative loadings included As (-0.63). Cr 
(-0.51), and V (-0.50), and the trace elements with high positive loadings included Co 
(0.58) and Mn (0.53). The trace elements with the high positive loadings, Co and Mn. 
are more soluble in reducing waters (Hem, 1989). Furthermore, the trends in Figures 13a 
and 13b suggest samples with the highest concentrations o f  reduced As [those with high 
percent As(III)] also have higher positive PC 3 scores. Therefore, samples with high
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positive PC 3 scores may represent groundwater that is more reduced compared to 
samples with high negative PC 3 scores.
The following chapter will integrate the cluster analysis and PCA together and relate 
the results o f  these multivariate techniques to the DVRFS. The chapter will assess how 
the integrated geochemical and statistical data approach helps depict the regional 
groundwater flow system through the volcanic and carbonate aquifers as well as the 
mixing and connection among these aquifers. Ultimately, predictions o f  separate 
groundwater flow paths will be displayed throughout the DVRFS.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION
With the completion o f  the statistical analyses, separation o f  the different 
groundwater systems was observed. Cluster analysis separated most o f  the samples from 
Oasis Valley and Thirsty Canyon into Cluster 3 (Figure 7) from the other volcanic 
derived groundwater samples surrounding the NTS, including most o f  the NCEWDP, 
central Pahute Mesa, C rater Flat and Fortymile W ash sample locations in Cluster 1 
(Figure 5) which is consistent with studies conducted by Famham et al. (2000 and 2003). 
Cluster analysis also separated most o f  the samples located in the east (Figure 6 ). such as 
the springs from Spring Mountain and Pahranagat Valley, which are believed to be 
derived from carbonate rocks, and those sample locations from Ash Meadows and Death 
Valley (Figure 8 ) that are believed to be either carbonate derived or alluvium derived 
(W inograd and Friedman, 1972; Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Johannesson et al., 
1996, 1997b; Stetzenbach et al., 1999, 2001 ; Zhou et al., 2000). Furthermore, the PC 2 
score plot (Figure 10) also corresponds to this sim ilar separation. Studies have shown 
that the PC 2 score plot typically separates groundwater into a volcanic derived system 
and a  carbonate derived system (Kreamer et al., 1996; Stetzenbach et al., 1999; Famham 
et al., 2000, 2003). Furthermore, information from the PC 1 and PC 3 score plots 
(Figures 9 and 11, respectively) and the subgroups o f  the cluster analysis (Figures 5 
through 8 ) provide m ore information as to the rock-water interaction within the DVRFS
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and potentially help determine possible groundwater flow paths; groundwater flowing 
through its particular hydrographic basin (intrabasin flow), laterally or vertically, and/or 
groundwater flowing through its hydrographic basin and into neighboring basins 
(interbasin flow).
The groundwater system typically flows south/southwest. Based on the statistical 
analyses, the groundwater system can possibly be broken down into twelve separate flow 
paths. At first glance, based on the cluster analysis alone, it appears to be four major 
groundwater systems, however, by including the PCA results, a number o f flow paths can 
be broken down from these systems. In the following subsections, individual areas, 
including Pahranagat Valley, Spring Mountains, Ash Meadows. Death Valley,
NCEW DP, Fortymile Wash, Crater Flat, Oasis Valley, Pahute Mesa, and Thirsty Canyon 
will be broken down based on their geochemical and hydrological characteristics. 
Following this breakdown, the research will combine all o f  the information from these 
areas into twelve potential groundwater flow paths that may occur within the DVRPS.
Pahranagat Valley and Spring M ountains
Samples collected from Pahranagat Valley and Spring Mountains were collected from 
two wells and ten springs. Groundwater from these samples reflect precipitation recharge 
into the local carbonate aquifer (W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; Thomas et al., 1996). 
The Spring M ountains, an exception to the typical arid climate o f  this area, reaches up to 
10 to 30 inches o f  precipitation annually (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). Many 
studies have suggested that the springs from Pahranagat Valley and Spring Mountains
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represent the beginning o f  the Ash Meadows groundwater subbasin (Waddell et al.. 1984; 
Thomas et al., 1996), and the results from this study further this hypothesis.
Most o f the springs in the eastem part o f  the study area issue from the lower 
carbonate aquifer, controlled by localized faults or joints (Winograd and Thordarson, 
1975). Many studies have suggested that groundwater flows through the limestones and 
dolomites o f  the lower Paleozoic from Pahranagat Valley down through the southeast 
com er o f  the NTS and discharging from springs within Ash Meadows, including 
Longstreet spring in Amargosa Valley. Winograd and Thordarson (1975) and Thomas et 
al. ( 1996) suggest that discharging water from Pahranagat Valley may represent an older 
carbonate source compared to the springs o f  Spring Mountains. In the PC 1 score plot 
(Figure 9) and the graph o f  ionic strength/PC 1 score relationship (Figure 12), results 
from this study appear to further this idea o f  older source water, or at least source water 
from a farther distance, in the Pahranagat Valley. Groundwaters in Pahranagat Valley 
appear to be less dilute compared to Spring Mountains where groundwater is recharged 
from younger carbonate rocks (W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; Thomas et al., 1996).
Groundwater flows through the same lower Paleozoic aquifer system from Spring 
M ountains into Ash M eadows (W inograd and Friedman, 1972; Winograd and 
Thordarson, 1975; Thomas et al., 1996; Johannesson et al., 1997a, 1997b). The statistical 
outcome o f  this study has shown that these waters are very similar in their 
hydrogeochemical composition. The dendrogram o f  Cluster 2 (Figure 6 ) has grouped all 
o f  the Spring Mountain springs together into one subgroup, except for GV-SM. and 
grouped the three Pahranagat Valley springs into another subgroup.
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Groundwater discharging from GV-SM Spring has a similar geochemical 
composition to ARMY well, Scruggs and Fairbanks Springs in Ash Meadows, and Hiko, 
Crystal, and Ash Springs in Pahranagat Valley compared to the other Spring M ountain 
springs that were grouped together in Cluster 2 (Figure 6 ). GV-SM had higher 
concentrations o f  volcanic material (i.e., Na. Li. and SO4) compared to the other springs 
in Spring Mountain, and according to Zhou et al. (2000), also had higher total dissolved 
solids. Zhou et al. (2000) suggested that this might be due to alteration o f  soil zone 
minerals during groundwater flow. As the water passes through the NTS such as U3CN 
and ARMY wells, it may inherit the geochemistry o f  the volcanic derived groundwater. 
The PC 2 scores o f  these springs suggest their similarity in chemical composition. The 
scores are in the higher positive range, in between 2 and 4.2. Although, there is a slight 
decrease in the PC 2 scores as you move downgradient thereby suggesting some volcanic 
influence from the NTS. The samples from Pahranagat Valley typically have high 
negative values for PC 3 score and therefore might be oxidized waters, although most o f  
these samples are springs, the highest negative PC 3 scores are found in the results o f  the 
two wells, AlamoWellV and Key-Pittman. The springs at Spring Mountains have 
intermediate PC 3 scores, however, as groundwater moves west, an increase in the 
negative PC 3 scores occurs, suggesting an increase in the oxidized state o f  groundwater 
as it moves from east to west.
Eastem Side o f  the Nevada Test Site 
There were only four samples collected from the eastem side o f  the NTS. These 
locations included three wells (ARMY, U3CN, and U ElO Jznl) and one spring
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(Tippipah). Looking at the dendrograms (Figures 6  and 8 ). the three wells fall within the 
two cluster groups that appear to have samples from carbonate derived aquifers (Cluster 2 
and Cluster 4). Tippipah Spring is grouped within the first cluster (Figure 5), which 
appears to be within the group o f  a volcanic derived aquifer. Not only do the 
dendrograms separate the groundwater o f  Tippipah Springs from the carbonate 
groundwaters, the PC scores (1 through 3) are very different compared to the other 
sample locations. According to Zhou et al. (2000), the major ion groundwater chemistry 
o f  the NTS wells are dominated by HCO3 , CO 3 , Ca, and Mg with a moderate amount o f  
Na, K, and SO4 . This chemistry is typical o f  a carbonate-derived aquifer system with 
som e possible influence o f  volcanic-derived water. The separation between ARMY and 
U3CN from UElOJznl could be due to the high ionic strength and possible reduced state 
(PC 1 and PC 3). According to Zhou et al. (2000). the major ion groundwater chemistiy 
o f  the Tippipah Springs represents groundwaters discharging from the felsic volcanic- 
rock aquifer. W ater from Tippipah Springs discharges from the base o f  the Shoshone 
M ountains and is believed to be perched groundwater from the felsic rock o f  these 
m ountains (Zhou et al., 2000; Johannesson et al., 1997b). Results from other studies 
support this as well (Johannesson et al., 1997a; Zhou et al., 2000; Stetzenbach et al., 
2001). Both cluster analysis and PCA support these findings. It does appear that 
groundwater from Pahranagat Valley moves down through the eastem  side o f  the NTS. 
Based on the sample and statistical results o f  U ElO Jznl. influence o f  volcanic-derived 
groundwater may come from upwelling o f  carbonate-derived groundwater into overlying 
volcanic rock aquifers, sim ilar to findings in Stetzenbach et al. (2001).
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Ash Meadows
Ash Meadows is located just south o f  the NTS and west-northwestward o f the Spring 
Mountains. The statistical results suggest that the hydrogeochemical composition is veiy 
similar to m ost carbonate-derived groundwaters throughout the DVRFS. All o f  the 
springs fall within either Cluster 2 or Cluster 4 (Figures 6  and 8 ). The difference between 
the two springs (Scruggs and Fairbanks) in Cluster 2 compared to the other springs in 
Cluster 4 may be due to the differences in chromium (Cr). These two springs have low 
concentrations o f  Cr (0 .11 and 0.27 ppb, respectively) compared to the springs in Cluster 
4 (ranging from 3.60 to 5.75 ppb). Due to the fact that most o f  the springs fall within 
Cluster 4. it appears that these w aters consist mostly o f  carbonate-derived water, 
however, there might be some influence o f  volcanic derived water from the NTS. When 
the N a concentrations o f  each cluster are compared, one would see that the groundwater 
found within the springs o f  Cluster 4 have higher concentrations o f  Na and therefore, 
possible influence o f  volcanic derived waters (Table 1). The PC 1 score plot also 
suggests that the groundwater has increased in the amount o f  dissolved constituents 
suggesting groundwater flow from the east, and possibly the north. The Ash Meadow 
Springs that fall within Cluster 4 are also very similar in hydrogeochemical composition 
to those springs o f  Death Valley that have been suggested to be carbonate as well as 
alluvial aquifer groundwaters (Kreamer et al., 1996).
Many studies have suggested that Spring M ountains and Pahranagat Valley influence 
the spring w ater discharging from Ash Meadows with some percentage o f  volcanic water 
from the NTS (W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; Thomas et al., 1996; Stetzenbach et al..
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2001 ). Winograd and Thordarson (1975) suggested that 1% to 5% o f the spring water 
composition o f  the Ash Meadows springs is from the NTS.
In regards to PC 1 score (Figure 9 and Table 5), the lowest negative scores include 
the two springs from within Cluster 2 (Scruggs and Fairbanks) and Longstreet, 
PtofrockNE and PtofrockNW . These springs appear to be slightly more dilute compared 
to the other springs. This follows the evaporation line suggested by Hodge et al. (1996) 
and Stetzenbach et al. (1999), thereby increasing in concentration, or ionic strength. 
According to Stetzenbach et al. (2001), the Point o f Rocks springs (PtofrockNE and NW) 
discharge directly from the Bonanza King Formation and is not subjected to extreme 
evaporation and therefore, does not increase in the amount o f total dissolved solids.
Oasis Valley and Thirsty Canyon
The hydrogeochemistry o f  all Oasis Valley springs and wells, except Frans Spring 
and Tolicha Peak well, resemble groundwater compositions typical o f  a volcanic-derived 
aquifer system and are grouped into Cluster 3 (Figure 7). Frans Spring and Tolicha Peak 
well were grouped into Cluster 1 (Figure 5), which is also typical o f  volcanic-derived 
groundwater. PC 2 scores also suggest that these groundwaters are typically volcanic due 
to the higher negative scores compared to all carbonate-derived waters. Also included in 
this cluster are all o f  the Thirsty Canyon wells. These also have higher negative PC 2 
scores compared to those o f  a carbonate-derived groundwater system. The similarities o f  
both the Oasis Valley and Thirsty Canyon sample locations are further defined within the 
subgroups o f  Cluster 3. The linkage distances are relatively minute.
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These samples are located in the Oasis Valley subbasin stretching from Pahute Mesa 
in the north to Beatty in the south (W addell et al., 1984) and consist o f  fractured Tertiary 
volcanic rocks and alluvial deposits as the principal aquifer systems (Blankennagel and 
Weir, 1973; W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; White, 1979). The gradients in Figure 9 o f  
the PC 1 scores follow the contours outlined by Blankennagel and W eir (1973) and 
findings by W hite (1979) and Fam ham  et al. (2000). These gradients suggest an increase 
in ionic strength (Figure 12), w hich makes sense due to the influence o f  
évapotranspiration in a shallow alluvial aquifer such as Oasis Valley (W hite, 1979). 
Although m ost samples from Oasis Valley group into Cluster 1 (Figure 5) and samples 
from central Pahute M esa group into Cluster 3 (Figure 7), the PC score gradients o f  both 
PC 1 and PC 2 plots (Figures 9 and 1 0), as well as similar findings by Famham et al. 
(2 0 0 0 ), suggest that groundwater from this alluvial aquifer system may originate from the 
felsic volcanic rock aquifer system o f  the central Pahute M esa located in the upper part o f 
the A lkali-Flat/Fum ace Creek subbasin.
Pahute Mesa, Tim ber Mountain, and Crater Flat 
This area consists o f  samples collected predominantly on the west side o f  the NTS. 
except for the samples collected from central Pahute M esa wells (U E-I9h, ER-20-6#3. 
6-20ww, and U E-20bh-l). This is an area o f  extreme complexity due to  basic geology 
and stm cture, the Timber M ountain Caldera complex, as well as the numerous 
underground nuclear tests conducted in the Pahute Mesa. Samples collected in the Crater 
Flat area include Cof-W M, ER-EC-7, SAGA, and ER -0V 3c wells. Samples collected in 
the Tim ber M ountain area include ER-EC-5 and UE-18r. There are 10 wells included in
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this area o f  the study. All o f  these wells were grouped into Cluster 1 (Figure 5) except 
for lJE-19h and SAGA, which lie within central Pahute Mesa and Crater Flat, 
respectively, and belong to Clusters 3 and 4. respectively (Figures 7 and 8 ). The eight 
samples that fall within Cluster 1, as well as UE-19h (Cluster 3). are typically volcanic 
tuff's and lava flows. However, the samples from Cluster 1 separate themselves in the 
dendrogram from those o f  Oasis Valley. Therefore. UE-19h has a similar 
hydrogeochemical signature to those o f  Oasis Valley. This is also apparent in the PC 2 
score plot o f  Figure 10. The PCA results for samples collected from Oasis Valley and 
Thirsty Canyon have high negative PC 2 scores, and samples collected from Pahute 
Mesa. Timber Mountain, and one well from Crater Flat (Cof-W M) have intermediate PC 
2 scores. Due to this separation it appears that this is a separate flow system compared to 
that o f  Oasis Valley. In a study by Famham et al. (2000), similar findings were found 
using PCA and cluster analysis (Hierarchical and K-Means) separating the NTS samples 
from the Oasis Valley and Thirsty Canyon samples.
These wells, as well as the NCEW PD and Fortymile Wash samples belong in the 
Alkali Flat-Fumace Creek Ranch groundwater subbasin outlined by Waddell et al.
( 1984). Laczniak et al. ( 1996) combined the work o f  Winograd and Thordarson ( 1975), 
Waddell et al. (1984), and Harrill et al. (1988) into a table discussing the three subbasins. 
Within this subbasin, one o f  the major areas o f  recharge is that o f  Pahute Mesa 
(Blankennagel and Weir, 1973), which might explain the high PC 1 scores in Figure 9.
As previously stated for the Oasis Valley samples, the PC 1 score contours also follow 
the potentiometric contours o f  groundwater within the area outlined by Blankennagel and 
W eir (1973).
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SAGA well is grouped into Cluster 4 (Figure 8 ) and suggests groundwater with a 
carbonate signature, although, due to the grouping into this cluster, it is possible that 
groundwater from the carbonate aquifer has percolated upward through some volcanic 
material. Ca. Mg. and trace elements o f carbonate groundwater systems dominate this 
well, but it also has high Na concentrations typical o f  volcanic aquifers. Due to the close 
proximity o f  an outcrop o f  carbonate rock on the western side o f  Crater Flat (Laczniak et 
al., 1996), and groundwater from NCEWDP and Fortymile Wash samples suggested by 
Famham et al. (2003) to have moved through carbonate materials, groundwater collected 
from samples within this area might be influenced from the lower carbonate or carbonate 
derived alluvial aquifers via groundwater percolating up through fractures.
NCEW DP and Fortymile Wash 
N CEW DP and Fortymile Wash wells fall within an array o f  three different clusters 
(Cluster 1, 3, and 4); however, most are within Cluster 1 (Figure 5). Most o f  these are 
typically dominated by volcanic felsic rock groundwater (Famham et al., 2003). 
However, based on the statistical analyses, samples ISZnl and Z n2,12PA , 12PB. 12PC. 
5S. 5SB. and 78 (all zones) might be influenced by carbonate-derived groundwater from 
either the lower carbonate aquifer or an alluvial aquifer dominated by carbonate rocks. 
Famham et al. (2002 and 2003) discuss many o f these wells in detail.
It appears that groundwater does flow from areas o f  recharge such as Rainier Mesa 
and possibly Timber Mountain and Fortymile Wash southward through Fortymile Wash 
(Laczniak et al., 1996). Fortymile W ash could be a separate groundwater flow system 
due to the grouping o f  these wells in one o f  the subgroups in Cluster 1 (Figure 5). All o f
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the Fortymile Wash wells have high positive PC 1 scores consisting o f  possibly younger 
waters, or groundwater with shorter flow paths, due to the low ionic strength (Figures 9 
and 1 2 ) and look to be predominantly volcanic derived groundwater based on the 
negative PC 2 scores. Wells UE-29a#l and #2, and WW-8 , however, have positive PC 2 
scores suggesting a minute influx o f  carbonate groundwater from the east. W T-17 was 
grouped into Cluster 4 and is the only Fortymile Wash well that is grouped in this cluster 
although the PC 1 and 2 scores are similar to the other Fortymile Wash wells. It does 
have a high positive PC 3 score suggesting a more reduced groundwater system 
(Figure 11 ). A potential flow path might exist following these wells. Figure 9 displays 
PC 1 score gradients following the Fortymile Wash wells, which is similar to the DEM 
derived drainage network. This area was difficult to assess, but it does appear that the 
groundwater on this western border o f  the NTS predominantly flows south/southwest 
through volcanic material with some influence o f  carbonate material.
Death Valley
Death Valley Springs Trav-A, Trav-B, Texas, Nevares, and Mesquite, as well as the 
Grapevine Springs, were grouped into Cluster 4 (Figure 8 ). These were separated 
amongst different sub-groups, although they are all dominated by the lower carbonate- 
derived aquifer system in the Furnace Creek area (Trav-A, Trav-B, Texas, Nevares) and 
the Grapevine M ountains (U-GV, M-GV, GV) (Hodge et al„ 1996; Kreamer et al., 1996; 
Zhou et al., 2000). Figure 10 further supports the influence o f  carbonate materials within 
the groundwater system flowing from the east. The springs o f  Furnace Creek appear to 
consist o f  groundwater that has moved through volcanic materials moving down from the
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north from the volcanic aquifer system o f  the NTS. Figure 8  suggests that the springs on 
the western side o f  the Grapevine Mountains consist o f  carbonate groundwater, and 
according to Steinkam pf and Werrell (2001 ) discharge from carbonate materials. Based 
on Figure 10, these springs also appear to be influenced by volcanic-derived groundwater 
from the eastern side o f  these M ountains, which are composed o f  an outcrop o f volcanic 
material (Laczniak et al., 1996; Steinkam pf and W errell, 2001), and possibly influenced 
from groundwater towards the northeast and east, possibly from Bullfrog Hills.
Lower and Upper Brier and W oodcamp Springs are located on the east side o f  the 
Grapevine M ountains that are com posed o f  Miocene ash-fall tuffs and rhyolitic lavas 
(Reynolds, 1976; Strand, 1967; M aldonado, 1990). Therefore, it makes sense that these 
springs would have a groundwater signature typical o f  a volcanic aquifer system. Scotty 
and Surprise Springs emerge from upper Oligocene and M iocene volcanic rocks from the 
western slope o f  the Grapevine M ountains (Kreamer et al., 1996). These springs exhibit 
typical volcanic signatures based on PC 2 scores (Figure 10) and appear to consist o f  high 
ionic strength thereby having older water or at least water that has traveled through far 
distances o f  an aquifer system. C luster analysis has grouped these into Cluster 3 
(Figure 7) therefore it has a sim ilar chemical signature to those samples collected in Oasis 
Valley. Kreamer et al. (1996) stated that M esquite arises from alluvial basin-fill and 
Nevares and Travertine emerge from the carbonate aquifer percolating up through 
Quaternary gravels. Nevares, Texas and Trav-A and B have a similar hydrogeochemistry 
to that o f  Ash M eadow Springs and therefore might come from this area, similar to other 
findings (W inograd and Friedman, 1972; W inograd and Thordarson, 1975; Johannesson 
et al., 1997b; Stetzenbach et al., 2001). Based on Figures 9 and 10, PC 1 and 2 score
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plots show possible influence from the NCEW DP wells thereby adding more o f  a 
volcanic signature to these Death Valley springs, hence the clustering o f  these springs 
and some o f  the NCEW DP wells (IS , 12PC, and 7S) in Cluster 4 (Figure 8 ).
Potential Groundwater Flow Paths
G roundwater movement throughout the DVRFS is very complex and it is possible 
that groundwater flow moves via interbasin and/or intrabasin causing different 
geochemistry for the different aquifer systems. Figure 14 summarizes the possible flow 
paths hypothesized above. These flow paths are inferred based on the previous studies 
m entioned throughout this report as well as the hydrogeochemical signatures o f  these 
waters.
It appears that groundwater from the carbonate aquifer system flows from the 
Pahranagat Valley in the northeast and the Spring M ountains in the southeast o f  the 
DVRFS down through fractured Ethology and discharges up through the springs in Ash 
M eadows. There also appears to be an influence o f  volcanic derived groundwater 
com ing from the north in the NTS. From Ash M eadows, this predominant carbonate- 
derived groundwater moves towards the west and discharges from the Furnace Creek 
springs o f  the southern part o f  Death Valley. Also contributing to the groundwater flow 
into Furnace Creek is another potential flow path north o f  the Amargosa Valley. This 
area consists o f  two potential flow paths, one from the Timber M ountains down through 
Crater Flat and the other coming from Rainier Mesa down through Fortymile Wash. 
Three other potential pathways groundwater to travel within the DVRFS include the 
Oasis Valley flow path, central Pahute Mesa down through Bare M ountains, and another
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contributing to both these two flow paths coming from the north, all o f  these are 
predominantly volcanic-derived groundwater. Eventually these may converge and 
contribute to the carbonate groundwater emerging from the northern part o f  Death Valley 
near the Grapevine Mountains. A small but possibly significant flow path also exists 
from the eastern side o f  the Grapevine Mountains to the west into Death Valley.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the 1950’s to 1992, groundwater at the NTS has been subjected to radiation via 
underground nuclear testing. Water is a very important natural resource and is in 
constant jeopardy o f  diminishing quality. More than 100 samples have been collected 
throughout the NTS and surrounding area by the groundwater geochemistry group o f  
HRC at the University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas. By using multivariate statistics with the 
current hydrochemical data, it is possible to understand the geochemical processes 
occurring within the groundwater system, identify rock-water interaction, identify 
groundwater sources, and determine potential groundwater flow paths o f  the southern 
Great Basin. Due to the radioactive hazardous waste produced by nuclear testing at NTS. 
an understanding o f  the water flow paths and geochemical processes will be important to 
help improve the prediction o f  contaminant fate and transport in the groundwater 
systems.
In this study, cluster analysis and PCA have separated the hydrogeochemical 
composition o f  groundwater into individual components, such as dilute and concentrated, 
volcanic, carbonate and a  combination o f  the two, and possibly oxidizing and reducing. 
Figure 14 graphically summarizes the potential flow paths throughout the DVRFS into 12 
flow paths. It appears that both major ions and trace elements give insight as to 
groundwater characteristics, however, it must be noted that the results obtained in this
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report arc theoretical and unless more wells and geologic/hydrogeologic profiling ensues, 
these results must be viewed with some caution. Future studies may also include other 
chemical constituents such as the Rare Earth Elements.
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Figure 9. GIS map o f  interpolated PC 1 scores resulting from PCA. Included in this 
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clusters (Cluster 1 = Red; Cluster 2 = Blue; Cluster 3 = Green; and Cluster 4 = Yellow).
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Figure 10. GIS map o f  interpolated PC 2 scores resulting from PCA. Included in this 
figure are the springs (triangles) and wells (squares) color coded in relation to their 
clusters (Cluster 1 = Red; Cluster 2 = Blue; Cluster 3 = Green: and Cluster 4 = Yellow).
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Figure 13b. Data plot o f  the PC 3 score rankings and % As(lII) rankings. Samples
analyzed using hydride generation/atomic absorption spectrometry.
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Figure 14. Map o f potential groundwater flow paths within the study area.
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace clem ent hydrogcochemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DV RFS
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M ajor Ion Concentration (meq/L)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring CF Ca^" M g'" k ' Na"
AM Big March-94 Spr ng 0.67 2.08 1 2 3 1.59 0.22 4.35
Bradford March-94 Spr ng 0.93 2.97 2.81 1 3 8 0.27 4.87
Crystal Pool March-94 Spr ng 0.65 1.88 2.43 1.82 0.24 1 5 2
Fairbanks March-94 Spr ng 0.56 1.66 2.43 1.75 0.20 3.18
Jackrabbit March-94 Spr ng 0.66 2.02 2.40 1.91 0.21 3.87
Pt.ofrockNE March-94 Spr ng 0.55 1.60 2.45 1.78 0.20 3.07
PtofrockNW March-94 Spr ng 0.56 1.60 2.54 1.79 0.20 3.13
Rogers March-94 Spr ng 0.47 1.81 2.42 1.77 0.20 3.13
Scruggs March-94 Spr ng 0.55 1.58 2.43 1.67 0.21 3.09
AV Longstreet March-94 Spr ng 0.49 1.83 2.43 1.77 0.20 1 2 2
BW/CF Cof-W M November-97 Well 0.21 0.64 0.96 0.02 0.02 3.14
ER-EC-7 June-00 Well 0.15 0.31 1.10 0.16 0.07 1.52
ER-0V3C November-97 Well 0.49 0.91 0.72 0.03 0.03 3.52
CF SAGA June-94 Well 0.37 1 9 9 4.63 2.86 0.10 1 2 4
CPM I-R-20-6//3 June-97 Well 0.38 0.66 0.50 0.07 0.09 2.44
U-20ww November-97 Well 0.31 0.64 0.34 0.02 0.03 2.61
UE-19h December-99 Well 0.27 0.80 1.66 0.11 0.06 2.63
U E-20bh-l December-99 Well 0.10 0.17 0.02 0.00 0.02 1.58
DV GV March-94 Spring 1.61 2.68 2.07 1.60 0.40 7.94
Lower Brier October-97 Spring 0.32 0.27 1.01 0.31 &28 1.46
Mesquite March-94 Spring 2.34 3.75 1.41 1.20 0.34 10.53
M-GV March-94 Spring 1.51 2.44 1 5 9 1.46 0 J 6 7.37
Nevares March-94 Spring 1.05 3.51 2.16 1.63 0.28 6 J 5
Scotty March-94 Spring 1.19 1.80 0.23 0.03 0.13 6.64
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Table  1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeochemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DV RFS
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Major Ion Concentration (meq/L.)
ID Sample Date Well /  Spring CF s o / Ca^^ IMg^ k ' Na"
DV Surprise March-94 Spring 1.29 1.91 0.32 0.03 0.19 6.46
Texas March-94 Spring 1.05 3.19 1.69 1.48 0.28 6.42
Trav-A March-94 Spring 1.04 3.14 1.75 1.50 0.28 6.40
Trav-B March-94 Spring 1.02 3.14 1.75 1.45 0.28 6.42
U-GV March-94 Spring 1.23 2.50 2.70 1.52 0 J 9 7.40
Upper Brier Octobcr-97 Spring 0.29 0.26 0.75 0.20 0.18 1.27
W oodcamp October-97 Spring 0.72 0.52 1.21 0.24 0.37 1.78
FW E R -30-1 (500ft) February-96 Well 0.16 0.27 0.20 0.01 0.05 2.87
ER -30-1 (700ft) Fcbruary-95 Well 0.16 0.25 0.11 0.01 0.03 2.91
J-12 M arch-94 Well 0.19 0.46 0.74 0.17 0.12 1.82
J-13 June-95 Well 0.19 0.37 0.68 0.16 0.11 1.88
Ue-29a#l November-97 Well 0.22 0.34 0.73 0.18 O.IO 1.61
Ue-29a#2 Novembcr-97 Well 0.22 0.32 0.56 0.12 0.07 1.66
W T-17 July-98 Well 0.24 0.32 0.66 0.12 0.09 Z42
W'T-3 June-98 Well 0.18 0.44 0.58 0.08 0.10 Z 26
WW-8 November-97 Well 0.20 0.31 0.38 0.10 0.08 1.36
NC 12PA Octobcr-00 Well 0.43 2.06 1.51 0.68 0.71 6.28
12PB October-00 Well 0.43 2.16 1.49 0.66 0.74 6.04
12PC October-00 Well 0.43 2.58 Z53 2.31 0.25 2.98
15P October-00 Well 0.26 0.91 0.52 0.20 0.09 3.45
ISZnl May-00 Well 0.43 2.63 2.96 2.48 0.21 3.08
lSZn2 May-00 Well 0.44 2.50 2.82 2.47 0.21 3.00
3SZn3 May-00 Well 0.27 0.98 0.04 0.01 0.07 6.18
4PA October-00 Well 0.20 1.10 0.67 0.03 0.07 2.40
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Table  1. M ajor ion and trace elem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DVRFS
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Major Ion Concentration (meq/L)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring c r S 0 4 -̂ C a^ Mg^" K ' Na^
NC 4PB October-00 Well 0.16 0.66 0.32 0.00 0.04 2.59
58 May-00 Well 0.92 2.57 1.12 0.22 0.23 6.16
9SZnl May-00 Well 0.46 1.03 &56 0.35 0.14 3.45
9SZn2 May-00 Well 0.28 1.16 0.65 0.63 0.10 3.30
9SZn3 May-00 Well 0.29 1.03 0.70 0.50 0.09 3.18
9SZn4 May-00 Well 0.28 1.19 0.95 0.59 0.09 3.24
18P August-02 Well 0.21 0.42 0.51 0.01 0.05 3.06
lOP (Shallow) August-02 Well 0.19 0.42 0.71 0.17 0.15 2.05
lOP (Deep) August-02 Well 0.18 0.41 0.71 0.18 0.15 1.98
22Pa (Deep) August-02 Well 0.19 0.43 1.02 0.23 0.13 1.66
22Pa (Shallow) August-02 Well 0.19 0.49 0.77 0.20 0.14 2.04
22PB (Shallow) August-02 Well 0.19 0.52 1.29 0.27 0.14 1.88
22PB (Deep) August-02 Well 0.19 0.63 1.22 0.27 0.13 2.16
22SZn4 September-02 Well 0.15 0.37 0.86 0.22 0.14 1.68
22SZn3 September-02 Well 0.16 0.40 0.99 0.25 0.14 1.61
22SZn2 September-02 Well 0.16 0.40 0.90 0.23 0.13 1.59
22SZnl September-02 Well 0.16 0.37 0.78 0.21 0.14 1.67
10SZn2 September-02 Well 0.16 0.45 0.60 0.16 0.14 Z25
7SeZn3 Oetober-02 Well 0.45 3.12 3.73 3.21 0.19 183
7SCZn2 September-02 Well 0.37 2.85 4.11 3.04 0.15 3.75
7SCZnl September-02 Well 0.37 2.82 3.91 3,07 0.15 3.73
VII 1 September-02 Well 0.25 0.77 0.52 0.13 0.05 3.19
SD-6ST1 June-99 Well 0.18 0.53 0.02 0.02 0.04 4.00
19 D Zone 4 January-02 Well 0.17 0.37 0.05 0.00 0.08 5.04
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Fable 1. M ajor ion and trace element hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DV RFS
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ID Sample Date Well /  Spring
M ajor Ion Concentration (meq/L) 
c r  s o /  Ca^" M g^' K ' Na"
NC 19 IM l Zone 1 November-01 Well 0.17 0.51 0.19 0.03 0.08 4.03
191M1 Zone 2 November-01 Well 0.17 0.44 0.31 0.04 0.08 3 3 8
19 IM l Zone 3 November-01 Well 0.17 0.51 0.06 0.00 0.08 4.70
19 IM l Zone 4 November-01 Well 0.16 0.35 0.04 0.00 0.08 5.17
19P May-00 Well 0.22 0.48 0.70 0.07 0.10 1.85
5SB October-00 Well 0.98 0.61 0.51 0.10 0.14 3.80
7S October-00 Well 0.63 3.48 3.96 3.09 0.21 3.79
NTS ARMY June-95 Well 0.50 1.09 2.35 1.78 0.14 1.83
U3CN February-97 Well 0.82 0.73 1.89 1.28 0.21 2.47
U ElO Jznl March-97 Well 0.58 1.56 5.31 3.72 0 3 2 3.37
NTSs Tippipah December-94 Spring 0.21 0.32 0.27 0.03 0.07 1.85
o v Bailey's# 1 November-97 Spring 1.14 2.41 0.74 0.04 0.18 6.38
Beatty W D April-97 Well 1.39 2.39 2.02 0.45 0.22 5.51
C-Ranch August-96 Well 1.90 2.30 1.12 0.15 0.25 7.41
F.R-0V2 November-97 Well 1.39 1.78 0.68 0.05 0.14 6.37
ER -0V 3a November-97 Well 1.17 1.58 0.68 0.08 0.13 5.28
ER-OV3a3 November-97 Well 1.22 1.65 0.64 0.09 0.14 5 3 9
ER -0V 4a November-97 Well 0.79 1.26 0.41 0.01 0.19 4.40
Frans November-97 Spring 0.71 1.37 0.31 0.01 0.06 4.27
Goss November-97 Spring 1.19 1.58 0.79 0.10 0.12 4.60
Mullen November-97 Spring 1.20 1.58 0.30 0.09 0.13 4.50
PV AlamoW ell7 June-97 Well 1.27 3.00 3.02 4.21 0.34 4.05
Ash May-97 Spring 0.21 0.64 2.37 1.23 0.19 1.32
Crystal May-97 Spring 0.22 0.66 2.32 1.81 0.13 1.10
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DV Rl'S
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M ajor Ion Concentration (meq/L)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring c r s o / - (:af+ M g'" K" Na"
PV Hiko May-97 Spring 0.24 0.71 2.39 1.87 0.17 1.18
Key-Pittman May-97 Well 0.47 1.58 3.08 1 6 2 0.47 2.04
SM Cold Creek March-95 Spring 0.05 0.16 3.94 1.23 0.01 0.09
Com  Creek June-95 Spring 0.19 0.35 2.44 2.76 0.05 0.27
DeerCreek November-98 Spring 0.03 0.07 3.49 1.17 0.01 0.04
GV-SM April-95 Spring 0.41 2.34 2.85 3.16 0.05 1.05
Indian January-99 Spring 0.09 0.30 2.21 1.91 0.03 0.17
WillowCrk June-95 Spring 0.05 0.14 3.59 1.05 0.01 0.08
W illowSpr March-95 Spring 0.11 0.37 1.20 0.56 0.03 0.17
r c ER-EC-1 February-00 Well 2.74 3.02 0.95 0.03 0.15 6.70
ER-EC-2A July-00 Well 1.78 2.06 0.65 0.21 0.06 5.35
ER-EC-4 August-00 Well 2.70 2.71 1.29 0.31 0.22 5.05
ER-EC-6 February-00 Well 1.24 1.17 0.20 0.00 0.05 5.31
ER-EC-8 July-00 Well 1.62 1.96 0.55 0.04 0.14 5 ^ 2
ER-OV-1 November-97 Well 1.26 1.69 0.29 0.00 0.17 6.13
ER -0V -6a November-97 Well 1.40 1.65 0.09 0.06 0.19 6.44
TM ER-EC-5 May-00 Well 0.45 0.73 1.05 0.05 0.05 1 2 6
lJE-18r December-99 Well 0.18 0.43 1.27 0.08 0.08 3.09
TTR Gold Flat November-96 Well 0.16 0.04 1.34 0.29 0.11 1.04
WOV/TP ER-0V 5 November-97 Well 1.04 1.15 1.01 0.35 0.24 4.61
Sdale November-97 Well 1.01 1.37 1.07 0.34 0.21 5.66
Tolicha Peak Novcmbcr-97 Well 0.64 0.75 1.11 0.10 0.12 1 2 7
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Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring Li Ti V Cr Mn Co Ni Ge As
AM Big March-94 Spr ng 98.0 0.56 1.56 4.49 0.24 0.02 0.80 0.60 25.2
Bradford M arch-94 Spr ng 96.0 0.62 2.16 5.30 0.20 0.07 1.42 0.39 19.3
CrystalPool March-94 Spr ng 88.0 0.56 1.30 5.75 0.19 0.04 1.00 0.42 20L9
Fairbanks March-94 Spr ng 78.0 0.45 0.79 0.27 0.06 0.02 0.50 0.40 10.6
Jackrabbit March-94 Spr ng 83.0 0.48 1.60 3.74 0.04 0.07 0.90 0.42 24.0
Pt.ofrockNE March-94 Spr ng 68.0 0.40 1.40 3.70 0.00 0.05 1.12 0.41 12.5
PtofrockNW March-94 Spr ng 82.0 0.67 1.71 5.70 0.05 0.10 1.25 0.38 15.2
Rogers M arch-94 Spr ng 73.0 0.62 1.08 4.71 0.00 0.08 1.01 0.30 20.4
Scruggs March-94 Spr ng 75.0 0.61 1.13 0.11 0.10 0.02 0.42 0.41 18.6
AV Longstreet M arch-94 Spr ng 88.2 0.61 1.31 3.60 0.06 0.09 0.89 0.39 15.2
BW /CF Cof-WM November-97 Well 120 0.30 1.11 0.13 &25 0.06 0.41 0.89 &36
ER-EC-7 June-00 Well 34.8 0.40 3.82 1.29 0.50 0.02 1.42 0.31 4.60
ER-0V3C November-97 Well 121 0.43 1 5 6 0.40 0.46 0.02 0.67 1.24 15.4
CF SAGA June-94 Well 92.4 0.54 1.51 3.20 0.82 0.02 0.56 0.55 8.72
CPM ER-20-6#3 June-97 Well 51.8 2.91 2.10 0.90 26.4 0.10 4.55 0.51 5.69
U-20ww November-97 Well 6 1 3 0.23 2.45 0.26 49.8 0.02 3.43 0.42 5.91
UE-19h Deccmber-99 Well 9 9 J 0.35 0.64 0.36 34.9 0.07 1.20 0.56 2.70
UE-20bh-l December-99 Well 32.8 0.10 2.69 0.17 1.94 0.02 0.37 0.31 4.72
DV GV March-94 Spr ng 209 0.88 3.40 1.23 0.24 0.05 0.53 1.83 2T 9
Tower Brier October-97 Spr ng 13.7 0.24 1.95 0.14 3.90 0.01 0.09 0.03 Z28
M esquite March-94 Spr ng 214 0.52 13.6 2.00 0.09 0.06 0.31 0.42 31.0
M-GV March-94 Spr ng 177 0.85 3.02 0.72 0.57 0.09 0.74 2.06 23.6
Nevares March-94 Spr ng 136 0.74 0.04 0.98 1.61 0.04 0.69 0.88 5 ^ 9
Scotty March-94 Spr ng 104 0.95 9.60 2.93 0.06 0.01 0.06 1.25 31.9
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DVRFS
ID Sample Date Well / Spring Li Ti V Cr Mn Co Ni Ge As
Surprise March-94 Spring 102 0.85 10.7 2.88 0.15 0.01 0.09 0.84 27.3
Texas March-94 Spring 142 0.60 1.18 0.87 0.00 0.02 0.41 0.50 28.0
Trav-A Mareh-94 Spring 138 0.61 1.00 1.09 0.00 0.02 0.41 0.50 26.1
Trav-B March-94 Spring 124 0.73 1.10 1.27 0.04 0.03 0.41 0.46 2 1 5
U-GV March-94 Spring 190 0.83 2.74 1.83 0.48 0.04 0.90 2.10 22.4
Upper Brier October-97 Spring 11.0 0.19 1.08 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.03 1.34
W oodcamp October-97 Spring 25.7 0.22 3.37 0.14 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.09 5.06
ER-30-1 (500ft) February-96 Well 55.9 0.26 8.34 2.18 18.2 0.02 0.42 0.16 11.6
ER-30-1 (700ft) February-95 Well 62.6 0.16 4.93 2.43 17.0 0.06 0.67 0.19 7.82
J-12 March-94 Well 3 9 j 0.86 5.39 1.00 0.10 0.00 0.32 0.36 10.2
J-13 June-95 Well 37.1 0.64 8.95 0.81 3.66 0.02 0.72 0.32 11.9
Ue-29a#l November-97 Well 38.9 0.12 3.42 1.37 0.55 0.02 0.50 0.33 5.85
Ue-29a#2 November-97 Well 39.2 0.12 0.63 0.25 4.92 0.01 0.27 0.13 2.11
WT-17 July-98 Well 115 0.16 0.17 0.08 678 0.12 1.11 0.33 1.03
WT-3 June-98 Well 44.7 0.12 6.14 0.79 1.72 0.04 2.86 0.39 13.7
WW-8 November-97 Well 28.0 0.11 1.03 0.18 1.14 0.01 0.29 0.17 1.74
12PA October-00 Well 314 1.20 0.81 0.09 6 3 J 0.12 0.91 2.34 13.4
12 PB October-00 Well 280 1.32 0.62 0.04 186 0.46 6.90 2.12 7.59
12PC October-00 Well 81.0 1.57 2.20 0.49 45.8 0.17 1.61 0.62 9.41
15P October-00 Well 74.8 0.51 2.31 0.23 57.0 0.07 0.79 0.61 10.2
IS /.n l May-00 Well 73.5 2.18 2.35 0.32 10.6 0.08 0.68 0.55 5.91
1 SZn2 May-00 Well 75.2 2.08 0.52 0.01 99.9 0.12 0.69 0.40 0.29
3SZn3 May-00 Well 258 0.70 0.65 0.01 1.88 0.01 0.11 3.52 29.9
4PA Octobcr-00 Well 51.6 1.09 3.03 1.76 17.9 0.03 0.39 0.47 9.98
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace element hydrogeoehemistr) ' in groundwater wells and springs within the DVRFS
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Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring Li Ti V Cr Mn Co Ni Ge As
NC 4PB October-00 Well 38.7 0.53 14.1 1 2 3 1.32 0.01 0.12 0.33 34.6
58 May-00 Well 180 2.09 0.03 0.01 553 0.25 1.21 0.33 1.26
9SZnl May-00 Well 100 0.61 1.82 0.30 1.50 0.01 0.18 0.33 7.75
9SZn2 May-00 Well 103 0.64 2.51 0.46 4.40 0.01 0.18 0.90 13.2
9SZn3 May-00 Well 96.5 0.44 1.19 0.19 3.84 0.01 0.17 0.58 6.53
9SZn4 May-00 Well 98.0 0.60 2.38 0.31 3.17 0.01 0.27 0.93 11.7
18P August-02 Well 58.4 0.87 2.59 0.14 1 3 8 0.00 0.25 0.79 8.40
lOP (Shallow) August-02 Well 35.4 1.39 6.90 0.61 5.06 0.00 0.38 0.31 11.5
lOP (Deep) August-02 Well H 6 1.75 9.47 0.71 1 2 5 0.00 0.38 0.45 11.0
22Pa (Deep) August-02 Well 38.2 1.61 4.29 0.67 1 3 9 0.00 0.34 0.31 5.04
22Pa (Shallow) August-02 Well 40.1 1.09 3.99 0.46 3.07 0.00 0.34 0.20 6.56
22PB (Shallow) August-02 Well 38.8 1.32 3.72 0.77 0.82 0.00 0.30 0.25 5.03
22PB (Deep) August-02 Well 40.1 1.17 3.58 1.17 2.54 0.00 0.30 0.31 6.65
22SZn4 September-02 Well 36.8 1.08 1.67 0.36 22.0 0.00 0.24 0.22 2.80
22SZn3 September-02 Well 36.7 1.26 2.07 0.31 21.9 0.00 0.60 0.22 3.26
22SZn2 September-02 Well 3 5 ^ 1.14 1.83 0.15 2 1 6 0.00 0.33 0.18 3.27
22SZnl September-02 Well 34.3 1.01 2.68 0.33 16.9 0.00 0.21 0.19 3.80
10SZn2 September-02 Well 38.0 1.01 8.32 0.38 23.7 0.00 0.38 0.27 11.1
7ScZn3 October-02 Well 102 1.32 0.03 0.54 478 0.00 0.56 0.53 1.82
7SCZn2 September-02 Well 102 1.16 0.64 0.13 15.8 0.00 0.60 0.59 3.50
7SCZnl September-02 Well 96.8 1.16 0.80 0.40 14.1 0.00 1.45 0.59 4.85
VU 1 September-02 Well 78.0 0.83 3.01 0.25 2 1 9 0.00 0.63 0.91 22.6
SD-6ST1 June-99 Well 72.9 0.21 2.81 0.36 18.0 0.06 2.18 1.01 12.9
19 D Zone 4 January-02 Well 138 1.20 7.21 0.82 0.51 0.00 0.06 1.33 44.9
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DVRFS
Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well /  Spring Li Ti V Cr Mn Co Ni Ge As
NC 19 IM l Zone 1 November-01 Well 99.0 0.75 5.09 0.24 29.4 0.01 0.11 0 J 9 17.9
19 IM l Zone 2 November-01 Well 93.0 0.82 4.36 0.52 2 9 a 0.02 0.11 0.53 14.4
19 IM l Zone 3 November-01 Well 129 0.77 4.90 1.62 1 3 3 0.00 0.02 1.31 33.6
19 IM l Zone 4 November-01 Well 138 0.78 6.00 0.83 1.87 0.00 0.02 1.38 39.5
19P May-00 Well 38.7 0.64 12.3 1.11 26.9 0.04 0.46 0.19 7.79
5SB October-00 Well 91.1 0.41 0.03 0.13 85.8 0.66 2.14 0.20 1.24
7S October-00 Well 102 1.78 0.61 0.03 66.1 0.14 1.29 0.47 1.95
NTS ARMY June-95 Well 44.0 0.53 1.57 1 3 8 0.17 0.03 0.98 0.30 9.60
U3CN February-97 Well 55.6 0.38 0.28 0.45 34.7 0.12 7.79 0.24 2.75
U ElO Jznl M arch-97 Well 335 1.16 0.32 0.23 84.2 0.65 2.40 0.35 0.27
NTSs Tippipah December-94 Spring 11.8 4.10 1.40 0.09 1.39 0.03 0.09 0.04 2.04
OV Bailey's# 1 November-97 Spring 235 0.61 2.10 0.41 0.16 0.01 0.16 1.77 18.5
Beatty WD April-97 Well 103 1.86 7.01 0.67 0.09 0.02 0.18 0.27 15.2
C-Ranch August-96 Well 179 0.34 2.16 0.37 0.49 0.02 0.09 2 J 6 6.37
ER -0V 2 November-97 Well 192 0.73 1.54 1.38 0.99 0.03 1.91 1.33 5.22
ER-OV3a November-97 Well 146 0.53 2.96 1.64 0.75 0.05 1.40 1.01 8.73
ER-OV3a3 November-97 Well 143 0.45 2.70 1.58 0.70 0.06 1.42 1.03 7.93
ER-OV4a November-97 Well 128 0.35 3.73 1.71 0.24 0.01 0.48 1.22 14.4
Frans November-97 Spring 128 0.45 1.81 0.36 0.29 0.00 0.25 1.14 23.7
(loss November-97 Spring 144 0.64 Z32 1.32 0.05 0.01 0.14 1.07 7.38
Mullen November-97 Spring 147 0.40 Z 26 1.18 0.37 0.01 0.07 0.98 7.25
PV AlamoW ell7 June-97 Well 77.8 3.59 3.60 0.27 0.50 0.04 0.05 0.07 37.1
Ash May-97 Spring 44.6 0.78 1.57 0.22 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.44 32.7
Crystal May-97 Spring 23.7 0.82 0.98 0.19 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.13 12.3
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace elem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DVRFS
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Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well /  Spring Li Ti V Cr Mn Co Ni Ge As
PV Hiko May-97 Spring 3Z6 0.85 2.09 0.19 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.19 14.9
Key-Pittman May-97 Well 67.4 1.68 8.63 0.33 3.11 0.08 0.14 0.05 60.0
SM Cold Creek March-95 Spring 1.31 0.21 0.69 0.61 0.00 0.06 1.32 0.03 0.41
Corn Creek June-95 Spring 5.58 0.40 1.20 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.02 1 2 5
DeerCreek November-98 Spring 0.53 0.07 0.24 0.24 0.00 0.03 0.32 0.02 0.15
GV-SM April-95 Spring 11.2 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.02 0.04 0.71 0.04 0.45
Indian January-99 Spring 3.67 0.16 1.05 0.75 0.00 0.02 0.49 0.03 1.84
W illowCrk June-95 Spring 1.25 0.31 0.72 0.49 0.00 0.06 1.26 0.02 0.37
W illowSpr March-95 Spring 1.33 0.30 0.37 0.25 0.03 0.04 0.50 0.02 0.27
1C ER-HC-1 February-00 Well 127 0.94 1.45 0.81 22.6 0.06 4.12 0.73 2.11
ER-EC-2A July-00 Well 170 0.88 1.66 0.62 60.9 0.08 1.56 1.00 5.79
ER-EC-4 August-00 Well 114 0.77 3.65 1.32 4.23 0.05 0.90 1.28 4.42
ER-EC-6 February-00 Well 125 0.57 1.71 0.76 24.4 0.07 1.89 0.91 4.61
ER-EC-8 July-00 Well 175 0.56 2.06 0.95 1.44 0.01 0.45 1.69 5.96
ER-OV-1 November-97 Well 177 0.43 1.77 1.47 0.52 0.02 1.06 1.13 6.42
ER -0V -6a November-97 Well 167 0.50 7.97 0.99 1 3 9 0.02 0.43 0.83 12.9
TM ER-EC-5 May-00 Well 104 0.49 1.83 0.48 1.49 0.02 &53 1.06 7.55
UE-18r Deeember-99 Well 86.6 0.15 2.05 0.43 12.5 0.07 3.94 0.83 7.80
TTR Gold Flat November-96 Well 20.2 0.04 0.04 0.10 203 0.05 0.26 0.05 1.38
W O V /IP E R -0V 5 November-97 Well 72.4 0.32 14.5 Z 59 1.68 0.06 5 J 3 0.58 16.2
Sdale November-97 Well 97.1 0.44 9.65 1.41 0.08 0.01 0.20 0.78 13.7
Tolieha Peak November-97 Well 50.5 0.24 4.13 0.91 0.53 0.01 0.14 0.32 16.9
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace element hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DV RFS
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Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring Se Rb Sr Mo Cs Ba W Bi u
AM Big M areh-94 Spr ng 0.38 14.2 860 7.10 1 5 3 40.0 0.26 0.01 2.54
Bradford March-94 Spr ng 0.43 17.4 1106 14.3 3.34 41.0 0.27 0.00 5.70
CrystalPool M arch-94 Spr ng 0.33 19.8 948 7.85 3.42 67.0 0.22 0.00 2.90
Fairbanks M arch-94 Spr ng 0.33 14.6 912 6.57 3.16 56.0 0.21 0.02 2.20
Jackrabbit March-94 Spr ng 0.59 17.5 976 10.5 3.40 54.2 0.26 0.00 3.40
Pt.ofrockNE M arch-94 Spr ng 0.51 12.0 771 6.10 3.38 64.0 0.23 0.00 1 8 4
PtofrockNW March-94 Spr ng 0.64 13.0 928 6.00 3.30 81.0 0.23 0.00 2.90
Rogers M arch-94 Spr ng 0.42 17.1 976 6.30 3.68 63.4 0.16 0.04 2.61
Scruggs March-94 Spr ng 0.36 14.4 942 6.20 3.34 77.0 0.30 0.00 2.70
AV Longstreet March-94 Spr ng 0.49 16.7 970 6.26 3.50 57.0 0.21 0.00 2.74
BW/CF Cof-W M November-97 Well 0.53 4.81 181 11.9 4 2 2 1.61 1.48 0.00 5.86
ER-EC-7 June-00 Well 0.36 5.28 128 Z33 1.58 5.79 0.45 0.00 1.76
ER-0V3C November-97 Well 0.45 4.92 97.6 12.8 1.87 1.64 1.81 0.00 4.06
CF SAGA June-94 Well 1.56 26.7 608 5.32 3.30 50.0 0.12 0.00 6.10
CPM ER-20-6#3 June-97 Well 0.48 11.3 23.3 3 J 6 0.59 2.87 1.27 0.00 3.03
U-20ww November-97 Well 0.50 4.90 24.3 3.20 0.82 0.08 1.15 0.00 2.13
UE-19h December-99 Well 0.51 7.76 186 1.09 3.40 7.61 1.36 0.00 22.6
UE-20bh-l December-99 Well 0.19 1.76 5 J 3 2.20 0.18 0.23 3.49 0.00 0.89
DV GV March-94 Spr ng 1.16 55.4 585 12.7 11.0 53.0 2 J 3 0.01 3.73
Lower Brier October-97 Spr ng 0.51 13.6 22.2 0.48 0.02 1.91 0.05 0.00 1.69
Mesquite March-94 Spr ng 1.00 17.0 344 16.7 0.19 19.1 0.31 0.03 6.03
M-GV March-94 Spr ng 1.21 52.8 606 12.3 12.0 61.0 2.1(1 0.01 3.79
Nevares March-94 Spr ng 0.29 23.7 1 130 18.0 2.08 43.0 4.60 0.00 1.19
Scotty March-94 Spr ng 0.90 16.7 6.20 9.00 0.48 0.80 4.58 0.00 7.08
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeoehemistr) ' in groundwater wells and springs within the D V RFS
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Sample Date Well / Spring Se Rb Sr Mo Cs Ba W Bi u
Surprise March-94 Spring 0.92 20.3 19.7 7.70 0.56 4.60 4.40 0.00 8.92
Texas March-94 Spring 0.41 21.5 1067 14.5 1.95 3 1 6 0.47 0.00 1 7 8
T rav-A March-94 Spring 0.21 20.7 1072 14.0 2.09 39.0 0.43 0.00 3.03
Trav-B March-94 Spring 0.42 23.0 1021 12.5 1.94 40.0 0.41 0.00 2.88
U-G V March-94 Spring 1.09 50.2 601 11.0 10.3 55.0 2.10 0.01 1 5 3
Upper Brier October-97 Spring 0.65 11.6 9.48 0.60 0.05 0.49 0.07 0.00 2.19
W oodcamp October-97 Spring 1.06 19.9 19.7 0.99 0.07 1.54 0.14 0.00 1.22
ER-30-1 (500ft) February-96 Well 0.63 4.57 12.4 4.35 0.52 1.05 0.91 0.01 2.09
ER-30-1 (700ft) February-95 Well 0.57 3.70 6.72 2.97 1.54 1.18 0.66 0.00 1.80
J-12 March-94 Well 0.69 13.7 44.5 7.36 0.82 1.81 0.49 0.00 0.58
J-13 June-95 Well 0.91 9.60 38.8 7.04 1.44 1.11 0.94 0.00 0.45
Ue-29a#l November-97 Well 0.91 7.60 51.9 1.90 0.30 2.04 0.63 0.00 1.33
Ue-29a#2 November-97 Well 0.49 5.60 2 9 J 2.08 &22 0.13 0.58 0.00 0.55
WT-17 July-98 Well 0.48 8.78 83.4 10.5 1.01 1.93 1.64 0.00 0.43
WT-3 June-98 Well 0.50 7.20 29.6 3.65 2.46 1.03 2.03 0.00 0.73
WW-8 November-97 Well 0.72 6.71 4.90 0.85 0.46 0.09 0.21 0.00 0.36
12PA October-00 Well 0.67 62.0 321 12.7 1.50 8.38 0.13 0.00 1.14
12PB October-00 Well 0.65 83.7 318 19.6 1.09 17.4 0.10 0.00 1.14
12PC Oetober-00 Well 0.93 32.1 488 4.73 1.35 25.6 0.91 0.00 9.18
15P October-00 Well 0.60 11.1 55.5 11.3 1.18 3.79 0.67 0.00 1 3 6
ISZnl May-00 Well 0.58 24.7 553 3.54 1.27 39.9 0.38 0.00 8.31
lSZn2 May-00 Well 0.46 25.5 550 2.97 0.98 29.7 0.31 0.00 5.57
3SZn3 May-00 Well 0.10 7.34 6.03 9.81 0.34 0.34 2.94 0.00 4.72
4PA October-00 Well 1.06 7.96 75.1 1.84 1.02 4.83 0.50 0.00 0.85
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DV Rl'S
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Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring Sc Rb Sr Mo Cs Ba W Bi Ü
NC 4PB October-00 Well 0.59 5.95 36.4 31.2 0.86 0.59 4.46 0.00 0.45
5S May-00 Well 0.85 23.7 321 28.0 4.21 2&6 0.18 0.00 0.73
9SZnl May-00 Well 0.45 16.1 128 7.21 1.07 2.88 1.22 0.00 2.18
9SZn2 May-00 Well 0.72 11.1 145 5.18 1.36 6.91 1.32 0.00 4.69
9SZn3 May-00 Well 0.50 10.2 134 5.31 0.98 3.16 1.11 0.00 2.37
9SZn4 May-00 Well 0.65 11.3 162 4.82 1.53 5.45 1.26 0.00 4.61
18P August-02 Well 0.54 7.36 25.2 6.17 0.72 4.85 1.86 0.00 2.38
lOP (Shallow) August-02 Well 0.67 14.6 72.8 12.4 1.40 7.18 1.39 0.00 0.95
lOP (Deep) August-02 Well 0.98 15.0 73.6 12.8 1.65 7.48 13.4 0.00 1.43
22Pa (Deep) August-02 Well 0.72 11.0 72.7 6.97 1.15 4.61 1.61 0.00 0.56
22Pa (Shallow) August-02 Well 0.92 11.9 65.8 18.7 1.14 5.44 0.69 0.00 0.97
22PB (Shallow) August-02 Well 1.07 9.68 112 5.01 0.07 11.9 0.52 0.00 1.17
22PB (Deep) August-02 Well 1.08 7.51 84.1 5.52 0.13 10.9 0.56 0.00 1.65
22SZn4 September-02 Well 0.76 11.1 80.3 6.92 0.81 11.2 0.80 0.00 0.56
22SZn3 September-02 Well 0.71 11.5 86.1 4.95 0.90 6.31 0.51 0.00 0.63
22SZn2 September-02 Well 0.62 11.3 76.9 5.99 0.92 7.52 0.50 0.00 0.58
22SZnl September-02 Well 0.61 12.0 62.4 6.77 1.06 9.32 0.48 0.00 0.45
10SZn2 September-02 Well 0.69 12.7 55.4 17.6 1.35 13.5 3.08 0.00 1.01
7ScZn3 October-02 Well 0.20 20.1 611 4.67 0.92 58.1 0.58 0.00 3 2 3
7SCZn2 September-02 Well 0.73 19.5 561 3.11 3.65 2 1 9 0.14 0.00 5.76
7SCZnl September-02 Well 1.65 17.9 519 3.44 1 2 7 26.8 0 2 5 0.00 5.70
V ll 1 Septembcr-02 Well 0.69 7.49 6 5 ^ 8.10 1.85 3.19 4.55 0.00 3.71
SD-6ST1 June-99 Well 0.93 5.71 0.37 4.40 1 2 6 0.37 1.81 0.00 4.27
19 D Zone 4 January-02 Well 0.48 10.2 1.65 6.63 0.25 0.14 3.00 0.00 1.92
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Table 1. M ajor ion and traee e lem ent hydrogeoehemistry in groundwater wells and springs within the DVRFS
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ID Sample Date Well / Spring Se Rb Sr Mo Cs Ba W Bi u
NC 19 IM l Zone 1 November-01 Well 0.40 9.92 23.4 11.0 0.27 15.6 2.61 0.01 1.80
19 IM l Zone 2 November-01 Well 0.55 9.78 18.6 7.70 0.32 1.79 1.46 0.00 2.12
19 IM l Zone 3 November-01 Well 0.45 11.4 2.19 4.80 0.36 0.23 3.20 0.01 2.09
19 IM l Zone 4 November-01 Well 0.42 9.54 1.65 5.12 0.19 0.28 2.28 0.00 1.74
19P May-00 Well 0.46 10.3 56.5 14.0 0.61 1.92 0.71 0.00 0.58
5SB October-00 Well 0.41 12.6 177 16.3 1.56 17.5 0.21 0.00 0.07
7S October-00 Well 1.98 11.2 663 4.18 0.27 69.2 0.37 0.00 6.17
NTS ARMY June-95 Well 1.31 8.80 741 5.60 1.79 80.0 0.17 0.00 2.34
U3CN February-97 Well 0.64 14.6 233 4.44 2.27 160 0.56 0.00 1.04
UElOJznl March-97 Well 1.48 26.8 481 1.59 1.10 101 0.14 0.00 5 2 8
NTSs Tippipah December-94 Spring 0.56 7.07 6.24 0.70 0.13 0.34 0.01 0.00 0.52
OV Bailey's# 1 November-97 Spring 0.31 28.7 117 12.2 4.86 18.5 2.76 0.00 &83
Beatty WD April-97 Well 0.91 23.4 159 8.96 0.08 5.45 0.76 0.00 8.90
C-Ranch August-96 Well 0.64 18.4 167 12.8 0.13 10.2 0.81 0.02 15.5
E R -0V 2 November-97 Well 0.79 12.3 44.5 9.69 0.03 3.20 0.64 0.00 18.6
ER-OV3a November-97 Well 0.88 11.7 75.3 7.53 0.08 5.07 1.54 0.00 7.85
ER-OV3a3 November-97 Well 0.82 11.7 75.5 8.06 0.12 4.38 0.73 0.00 7.95
ER-OV4a November-97 Well 0.55 19.0 21.8 9.00 0.05 2 2 2 1.72 0.00 2.68
Frans November-97 Spring 0.53 12.2 21.1 9.15 3.69 0.53 1.60 0.00 5.97
Goss November-97 Spring 0.52 12.5 86.4 8.15 0.24 4.93 0.52 0.00 9.40
Mullen November-97 Spring 0.49 13.1 8 2 2 8.14 0.21 4.38 0.53 0.00 9 ^ 9
PV AlamoWelI7 June-97 Well 3.24 9.78 854 19.1 0.29 69.0 0.58 0.00 6.94
Ash May-97 Spring 0.36 16.9 495 3.94 5.04 159 1.91 0.00 2.48
Crystal May-97 Spring 0.63 7.29 258 4.74 1.37 86.0 0.62 0.00 1 8 9
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Table 1. M ajor ion and trace e lem ent hydrogeoehemistr) ' in groundwater wells and springs within the D V RFS
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Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
ID Sample Date Well / Spring Se Rb Sr Mo Cs Ba W Bi u
PV Hiko May-97 Spring 0.66 11.5 362 4.85 1.57 114 0.85 0.00 4.49
Key-Pittman May-97 Well 2.26 9.30 526 15.0 1.10 104 2.24 0.00 15.2
SM Cold Creek March-95 Spring 1.09 0.29 253 0.88 0.01 21.1 0.01 0.00 1.80
Com  Creek June-95 Spring 0.29 2.59 277 0.29 0.07 71.3 0.02 0.00 1.29
DeerCreek November-98 Spring 0.16 0.15 52.5 0.37 0.00 8.03 0.01 0.00 0.64
GV-SM April-95 Spring 0.84 1.05 727 0.70 0.12 75.0 0.01 0.00 1.83
Indian January-99 Spring 0.94 1.21 257 0.86 0.08 46.2 0.01 0.00 1.36
W illowCrk June-95 Spring 0.76 0.29 320 0.74 0.00 21.8 0.01 0.00 1.60
W illowSpr March-95 Spring 0.36 1.72 87.4 0.27 0.04 66.8 0.01 0.00 0.14
r c ER-EC-1 February-00 Well 1.30 19.4 18.1 6.05 1.02 3.00 1.18 0.01 7.03
ER-EC-2A July-00 Well 1.09 8.72 52.7 14.2 1.91 6.43 0.84 0.01 &62
ER-EC-4 August-00 Well 1.34 36.9 147 8.36 0.78 2.18 1.19 0.02 3.68
ER-EC-6 February-00 Well 2.02 9.17 4.53 10.4 1.88 1.92 1.43 0.00 4.31
ER-EC-8 July-00 Well 0.37 24.0 2.63 12.1 0.55 1.26 1.46 0.00 4.51
ER-OV-1 November-97 Well 0.82 25.4 4.63 9.55 0.30 2.01 0.87 0.00 8.41
E R -0V -6a November-97 Well 0.81 11.6 10.7 10.6 0.04 0.49 0.94 0.00 4.80
TM ER-EC-5 May-00 Well 0.28 4.64 133 8 69 3.24 3.86 0.48 0.00 3.04
UE-18r December-99 Well 0.34 9.66 140 5.05 6.12 8.19 0.94 0.00 6.45
TTR Gold Flat November-96 Well 0.08 8.10 162 7.41 0.07 9.52 1.63 0.00 0.02
W OV/TP ER -0V 5 November-97 Well 1.10 2 2 2 191 5.89 0.18 9.15 1.70 0.00 2.04
Sdale November-97 Well 0.89 19.4 277 9.27 0.68 21.1 0.95 0.00 2.66
Tolicha Peak November-97 Well 0.99 14.7 110 4.50 0.54 1.87 0.52 0.00 2.64
Table 2. Concentrations o f  As(III) and As(V), with percentage o f  As(lII)
Sample As(lll) (ppb) As(V) (ppb) % A s(lll)
12PA* 0.13 2.31 5.3
12PB* 0.13 1.21 9.7
12PC* 0.24 13.1 1.8
15P* 1.33 14.3 8.5
19P* 0.35 10.2 3.3
1S Zone 1 * 0.46 4.24 9.8
IS  Zone 2* 0.25 0.39 39.1
3S Zone 3* 0.07 39.2 0.18
4PA* 0.04 12.3 0.32
4PB* 0.08 40.5 0.20
58* 0.22 0.65 25.3
98 Zone 1 * 0.48 8.18 5.5
98 Zone 2* 0.51 15.1 3.3
98 Zone 3* 0.36 9.11 3.8
98 Zone 4* 0.07 11.5 0.60
lOP Deep** 0.06 10.4 0.55
lOP Shallow** 0.02 9.68 0.19
10S Z one2** 1.51 8.75 14.7
18P** 0.14 7.60 1.8
22PA Deep** 0.03 4.58 0.74
22PA Shallow** 0.05 5.91 0.76
22PB Deep** 0.03 5.39 0.56
22PB Shallow** 0.08 4.31 1.8
228 Zone 1** 1.19 2.47 32.5
228 Zone 2** 2.14 2.05 51.1
228 Zone 3** 1.79 2.15 45.5
228 Zone 4** 1.43 2.00 41.8
78C Zone 1** 11.2 0.33 97.1
7SC Zone 2** 1.94 0.03 98.4
78C Zone 3** 0.71 0.15 82.6
VH-1** 2.14 16.9 11.2
= Analyzed using an ion chromatograph interfaced with an ICP-MS 
= Analyzed using hydride generation/atomic absorption spectrometry
*  =  
* *  —
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Table 3. Means and standard deviations o f  major solute and trace element concentrations for the four groups resulting
from cluster analysis
M ajor Ion Concentration (meq/L) Trace Element Concentration (ppb)
Cluster c r S O ,^ C a'" Mg)" K" Na" Li Ti V Cr Mn Co Ni
Cluster 1 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
0.26
0.14
0.55
0.30
0.70
0.35
0.16
0.15
0.10
0.06
2.41
0.85
56.8
31.5
0.73
0.75
3.41
2.44
0.58
0.54
15.7
31.6
0.02
0.02
0.70
1.03
Cluster 2 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
0.29
0.24
0.77
0.67
2.56
0.71
1.66
0.68
0.10
0.08
1.15
1.12
27.0
28.1
0.43
0.25
0.92
0.56
0.53
0.84
2.51
9.27
0.04
0.03
1.05
1.99
Cluster 3 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
1.11
0.70
1.52
0.72
0.63
0.50
0.10
0.13
0.14
0.06
5.25
1.29
136
50.3
0.71
0.38
4.98
4.09
1.28
0.82
6.20
13.9
0.03
0.03
0.88
1.27
Cluster 4 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
0.77
0.46
2.41
0.80
2.54
1.08
1.95
1.04
0.28
0.15
4.67
1.95
131
71.8
1.05
0.71
1.91
2.67
1.67
1.91
74.7
169
0.12
0.17
1.10
1.18
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Table 3. M eans and standard deviations o f m ajor solute and trace element concentrations for the four groups resulting
from cluster analysis
Trace Elem ent Concentration (ppb)
Cluster Ge As Se Rb Sr Mo Cs Ba W Bi u
Cluster 1 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
0.43
0.33
8.44
5.38
0.63
0.23
9.44
3.67
65.7
50.2
6.26
4.33
1.13
1.20
4.25
3.98
1.13
0.92
0.00
0.00
2.02
1.64
Cluster 2 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
0.16
0.17
7.66
9.57
0.62
0.34
&82
6.48
423
293
2.89
2.48
1.35
1.61
74.4
45.9
0.33
0.53
0.00
0.01
1.98
1.18
Cluster 3 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
1.15
0.66
15.5
12.5
0.78
0.39
16.0
7.42
69.3
74.7
9.60
5.16
0.79
1.12
4.74
5.20
2.23
2.56
0.00
0.00
6.93
5.30
Cluster 4 
Mean 
Stan. Dev.
0.69
0.63
15.5
13.3
0.87
0.68
25^
17.2
675
289
10.3
6.19
3.00
2.90
46.4
24.2
0.72
0.98
0.00
0.01
4.17
3.02
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
Table 4. Loadings, eigenvalues, and cum ulative variances for PC 1 ,2 , and 3
Geochemical Constituent PC 1 PC 2 PC 3
c r -0.66 -0.34 -0.02
s o / ' -0.87 0.10 -0.08
C a'" -0.42 0.81 -0.07
Mg'" -0.48 0.78 -0.20
k " -0.77 0.06 0.14
Na" -0.77 -0.54 0.00
Li -0.74 -0.40 0.32
Ti -0.24 0.11 0.01
V 0.06 -0.50 -0.50
Cr -0.27 0.05 -0.51
Mn -0.08 0.08 0.53
Co -0.34 0.21 0.58
Ni -0.20 0.08 0.49
Ge -0.50 -0.58 0.19
As -0.38 -0.27 -0.63
Se -0.32 0.14 -0.16
Rb -0.76 -0.11 0.30
Sr -0.60 0.59 -0.28
Mo -0.48 -0.41 -0.04
Cs -0.51 0.11 -0.07
Ba -0.38 0.70 -0.18
W 0.03 -0.48 -0.27
Bi -0.38 -0.15 -0.24
U -0.39 -0.17 -0.08
Eigenvalue 
% Total
5.98
25%
3.91
16%
2 3 3
10%
Cummulative total 25% 41% 51%
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T able 5. Scores for PC 1 ,2 , and 3
SAM PLE ID PC 1 PC 2 PC 3
Big AM -2.120 1.226 -2.168
Bradford -3.374 1.924 -1.884
CrystalPool -2.035 2.225 -1.955
Fairbanks -1.224 1.950 -0.868
Jackrabbit -2.050 1.946 -1.652
Pt.ofrockNE -0.937 2.334 -1.176
PtofrockNW -1.609 2.743 -1.736
Rogers -2.593 2.016 -2.701
Scruggs -0.904 2.346 -0.728
Longstreet AV -1.457 2.395 -1.083
Cof-W M BW/CF 1.077 -0.923 0.531
ER-EC-7 2.722 0.345 0.140
ER-0V3C 0.940 -1.736 0.053
SAGA CF -2.243 3.225 -1.300
ER-20-6#3 CPM 1.348 -0.095 1.694
U-20ww 2.470 -0.477 1.264
UE-19h 0.698 -0.083 0.830
U E-20bh-l 3.698 -0.806 0.027
GV DV -6.549 -1.128 -0.395
Lower Brier 2.589 0.614 0.671
M esquite -5.372 -3.236 -2.873
M-GV -6.264 -0.644 -0.148
Nevares -3.379 0.231 -0.361
Scotty -1.032 -3.651 -2.410
Surprise -1.144 -3 J3 5 -2.310
Texas -3.082 0.408 -0.903
Trav-A -3.069 0.501 -0.929
Trav-B -2.926 0.671 -0.814
U-GV -6.012 -0.618 -0.442
U pper Brier 3.010 0.554 0.669
W oodcamp 1.572 0.324 0.422
ER-30-1 (500ft) FW 2.514 -1.083 -1.181
ER-30-1 (700ft) 2.629 -0.608 -0.359
J-12 2.173 -0.367 -0.313
J-13 2.254 -0.681 -0.715
Ue-29a#l 2.701 0.067 -0.090
Ue-29a#2 3.249 0.211 0.621
W T-17 1.716 -0.112 4.027
WT-3 2.271 -0.681 0.113
W W -8 3.332 0.297 0.608
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Table 5. Scores for PC 1 ,2 , and 3
SAMPLE ID PC 1 PC 2 PC 3
1 OP (Deep) NC 1.659 -2.768 -2.200
lOP (Shallow) 1.781 -0.701 -0.518
10SZn2 1.737 -1.297 -0.790
12PA -4.980 -1.716 3.319
12PB -6.439 -1.030 7.008
12PC -1.900 1.772 0.931
15P 1.340 -0.782 0.806
18P 2.307 -0.926 0.187
19 D Zone 4 0.859 -2.977 -1.562
19 IM l Zone 1 1.568 -1.702 -0.532
19 IM l Zone 2 1.862 -1.277 -0.104
19 IM l Zone 3 0.958 -2.604 -1.271
19 IM l Z o n e4 0.983 -2.770 -1.219
19P 2.244 -1.140 -0.791
ISZnl -1.472 2.278 0.184
lSZn2 -1.060 2.547 1.305
22Pa (Deep) 2.182 -0.041 -0.101
22Pa (Shallow) 1.691 -0.460 -0.073
22PB (Deep) 2.028 0.300 -0.295
22PB (Shallow) 2.088 0.470 -0.112
22SZnl 2.424 0.229 0.366
22SZn2 2.446 0.401 0.568
22SZn3 2.350 0.470 0.548
22SZn4 2.348 0.345 0.444
3SZn3 -0.621 -4.150 0.729
4PA 1.912 0.023 -0.238
4PB 1.312 -3.167 -3.443
5S -2.989 -0.310 4.209
5SB -0.079 0.217 4.174
7S -2.440 3.689 0.475
7SCZnl -1.717 2.858 -0.062
7SCZn2 -1 .531 2.832 0.105
7ScZn3 -1.629 3.210 1.860
9SZnl 1.210 -0.617 0.440
9SZn2 0.967 -0.684 -0.024
9SZn3 1.605 -0.373 0.480
9SZn4 1.012 -0.536 0.108
SD-6ST1 1.852 -1.354 0.699
VH 1 1.452 -1.657 -0.600
ARMY NTS -0.122 2.865 -1.437
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Table 5. Scores for PC 1 ,2 , and 3
SAMPLE ID PC 1 PC 2 PC 3
U3CN NTS -0.404 3.041 2.324
UElOJznl -4.283 4.529 4.030
Tippipah NTSs 2.875 0.601 0.649
Bailey's#] OV -2.703 -2.950 0.437
Beatty WD -1.494 -1.023 -0.657
C-Ranch -3.282 -3.280 0.389
ER -0V 2 -1.589 -2.389 0.965
ER -0V 3a -0.423 -1.786 0.363
ER-OV3a3 -0.506 -1.699 0.585
ER -0V 4a 0.128 -2.054 0.055
Frans 0.193 -1.991 -0.160
Goss -0.234 -1.642 0.257
Mullen -0.051 -1.805 0.329
AlamoW ell? PV -4.444 2.880 -2.907
Ash -0.228 2.700 -1.509
Crystal 1.299 2.573 -0.533
Hiko 0.648 2.770 -0.831
Key-Pittman -3.299 2.063 -3.883
Cold Creek SM 2.849 3.034 0.216
Com  Creek 2.550 3.300 -0.335
DeerCreek 3.720 2.394 0.438
GV-SM 0.837 4.136 -0.609
Indian 2.813 2.776 -0.344
WillowCrk 3.011 2.871 0.308
W illowSpr 3.490 2.041 0.418
ER-EC-1 TC -2.479 -1.784 1.448
ER-EC-2A -1.468 -1.936 0.998
ER-EC-4 -2.922 -1.953 0.240
ER-EC-6 -0.226 -1.649 0.752
ER-EC-8 -1.189 -2.722 0.906
ER-OV-l - I .I8 6 -2.336 0.881
ER -0V -6a -0.629 -2.812 -0.276
ER-EC-5 TM 1.305 -0.794 0.499
UE-18r 0.879 -0.211 1.417
Gold Flat TTR 3.050 0.722 1.449
ER-0V 5 WOVATP -0.470 -1.548 -0.496
Sdale -0.503 -1.477 -1.012
Tolicha Peak 1.575 -0.349 -0.550
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Table 6. C orrelation coefficients for m ajor ions and trace elem ents
c r s o / ' (:a '" Mg'" K" Na"
c r LOO
s o / ' 0.67 1.00
C&)" -0.01 0.46 1.00
M g'" 0.01 0.55 0.89 1.00
K" 0.37 0.55 0.32 0.36 LOO
Na" 0.77 0.70 -0.13 -0.05 0.47 1.00
Li 0.54 0.55 0.00 0.02 0.53 0.82
Ti 0.03 0.25 0.15 0.26 0.26 0.07
V 0.10 -0.12 -0.35 -0.27 0.01 0.18
Cr 0.18 0.24 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.20
Mn -0.05 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.03
Co 0.09 0.13 0.26 0.21 0.35 0.11
Ni 0.14 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.21 0.09
Ge 0.39 0.31 -0.21 -0.21 0.30 0.69
As 0.13 0.21 -0.07 0.12 0.27 0.40
Se 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.37 0.26 0.11
Rb 0.41 0.55 0.21 0.18 0.83 0.56
Sr 0.14 0.64 0.69 0.76 0.45 0.18
Mo 0.36 0.36 -0.17 -0.08 0.37 0.52
Cs 0.17 0.31 0.29 0.23 0.29 0.30
Ba 0.01 0.28 0.67 0.73 0.31 -0.11
W -0.01 -0.11 -0.32 -0.26 -0.09 0.14
Bi 0.47 0.33 0.03 0.06 0.17 0.40
U 0.44 0.40 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.40
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